
Craig y Nos Castle’s 50 individual circular and semi-circular walks – one for 

each day of your stay! 
 

 

Personally I dislike doing the same walk more than once every couple of months. So I have over the last two 
years kept a diary of the walks I have done, aiming to do a different walk each time we go out.  

 

Most of these walks are „prammable‟ (walkable with a pram) if you have your child in a large wheeled pram.  
 

Most are suitable for dogs to be let off the lead as they do not involve going over land stocked with sheep or 

farm animals. However some open mountain areas may have sheep on at certain times of the year.  
 

Most have excellent views.  

 

Some involve some climbing uphill, but most can be walked with a pram.   
 

All walks benefit from exposure to the healthy fresh air of the countryside.  

 
This list of walks is designed to be simple to get to, using Sat nav.  

 

The Walks are arranged by direction – South, East, North and West of Castle. „Time‟ from castle and 

„distance‟ from castle are shown according to Tom Tom sat nav and / or RAC route finder. You just decide if 
you want to go North, South, West or East, select a walk by time to get to and distance, then key in your 

chosen walk‟s „location‟ from the selection below and let your sat nav get you there.  

 
The „Pop in‟ option shows other places to visit or pop into while there. 

 

 



South of Castle  

 

Walk:   SOC 01 

Location:   Oxwich Bay, The Gower 
 

Postcode:  SA3 1LS (takes you to the hotel – not the car park though) 

Directions: Parking in the hotel if you are not going to use it is probably inadvisable. So instead 
park in the beach car park. Note that this is locked around 8pm or 9pm (check the 

locking time). Use Sat nav to get you to the hotel then find the beach car park next to 

it.  

Distance (miles): 35.7 
Time (hours):  1.10 

Length of Walk: About 80 minutes to end of Oxwich Bay and back.  

Dates Walked:  19/03/2008, 21/08/2008, 27/07/2009,  
 

Parking: Large beach car park near the hotel about £2.50. May vary according to time of day 

and year. Stalls selling refreshments at peak season. Public loos on beach - tucked 
away - by road adjacent to the hotel.  

 

Pop in to:  Oxwich Bay Hotel OK for cream teas and coffees or a snack. Hotel has a large 

garden area with tables & benches overlooking bay  
 

Description: Long flat firm sandy beech, with a stream to be forded (there is a bridge also, a few 

yards inland) halfway along. The crossing is shallow where the stream water exits 
onto the beach.  

 

You can carry on to Three Cliffs Bay if the tide is out. Walk around the promontory 
at the rock cliffs at the far end, to get to Three Cliffs Bay. Do not get caught out by 

the tide as otherwise you would have to take an inland route to get back again.  

 

Can be windy sometimes such that in one direction you are being gently pushed 
along, only to find the going in the other direction is heavier going due to wind.  

 

Beach is generally deserted once you are a few hundred yards away from the hotel 
end. Tide goes out a long way so you have endless long stretches of sand, with sand 

dunes inland and hardly anyone at all on it.  

 



Pictures taken on 19/03/2008: 

View from Oxwich Bay Hotel end looking towards far end of Oxwich Bay (towards Three Cliffs Bay) 

  
 

Nearing far end of Oxwich Bay (40 minutes or so to get here) 

  
 

End point reached – you can go around the stone cliffs at low tide, onto neighbouring Three Cliffs Bay 

  
 



View towards three cliffs bay       Returning – river to ford half way along 

  
 

Route from Oxwich Bay to Three Cliffs if tide in 

 



Walk:   SOC 02 

Location:  Llanrhidian Marsh and Woodland around Whiteford Point.  
 

Directions: Set Sat nav for Llanrhidian then take narrow lane to the car park by the marsh / 

beach. You will be in the area of Llandimore, Whiteford and Cheriton which you can 
see on the map (Gower area).  

Distance (miles): 31.4 

Time (hours):  0.59 
Length of Walk: 2-4 hours depending what you decide to do 

Dates Walked:  22/04/2009, 03/12/2009 (Weobley Castle area only), 

 
Parking:  Free 

 

Pop in to:  Bird Watching Hut on the beach far end of the Marsh towards Whiteford Point.  

 
Description: There are two options. Having parked the car, carry along the dirt track (wet in 

places) for some distance and then turn right though woods to the beach. You end up 

being taken off the beach path this way and along inland waymarked paths.  
 

Or do as we did and simply aim for the sea, taking a random and at times boggy, 

muddy route directly through the mud flats and marsh till eventually you get to the 

beach. Some of the beach has sand, but most of it near the marsh is a mixture of mud 
and sand, so you sink in, in places.  

 

Eventually we aimed for a woodland, had a rest in a bird watching shelter, then 
continued though some nice woodland walks back to mainland, ending up in a town 

called Cheriton. We then found our way back parallel to the road, sometimes passing 

though villages, Landimore, close to Weobley Castle, and back to Llanrhidian and 
the beach area where we had parked. You can avoid the busy road from Llanmadoc 

by following the footpath signs.  

 

There are better alternatives to heading out across the marsh, but it was interesting 
circumnavigating the pools to eventually reach the beach, even though it was more 

mud than sand.  

 
 A better route would simply be to continue along the track which runs alongside the 

marsh, then via the inland footpaths, until you get to the woodland area of Whiteford 

Point.  
 

 Alternatively drive on to Cheriton / Llanmadoc and follow woodlands paths to 

Whiteford point.  

 
 A lot of birds here – the whole area is a bird sanctuary.  

  

 



Pictures taken on 22/04/2008: 

 

  
 

  
 

  
 



   
 

  
 

  
 



  
 

 
 

   





Walk:   SOC 03 

Location:   Rhossilli Beach, Gower 
 

Directions: Let Sat nav get you to Rhossilli, then park up in the large car park above the beach. 

Find your way down steep footpath to the beach.  
Distance (miles): 39.4 

Time (hours):  1.15 

Length of Walk: 3 hours if you decide to walk the entire length of the beach and back 
Dates Walked:  25/04/2008, 23/06/2008, 03/08/2008, 10/04/2009, 11/08/2009,  

 

Parking:  £2.00 or £2.50 
 

Pop in to:  Rhossilli has a hotel overlooking the bay. Also walks around the cliffs overlooking 

Worms Head. 

 
Description: Amazing large sandy beach popular with surfers and hang gliders.  

 

There is a popular camp site half way along with a café inland a bit (next to the camp 
site).  

 

At low tide you can walk for some distance it seems to get to the sea.  

 
Nice firm sand, prammable, and a long walk to the far end, where there is a small 

more private beach. Then a forever walk back. Exhausting for dogs.  

 
 If you do not fancy the beach, turn left out of the car park and instead explore all the 

paths above the beach, curing around the peninsula and overlooking Worms Head. 

Lots of rather colourful snazzy looking snails on the paths of this walk (as a child I 
used to collect the yellow and black striped and the orange and black striped snails so 

this would have been a dream walk for me at age 7).  



Photos taken on 25/04/2008: 

 
This walk starts from the campsite at „Halfway‟ point. You can park for free down below the campsite. 

  
 

This is a massive beach with hardly anyone on it – maybe a few people fishing but otherwise no one this end 

  
 
This is the opposite end to Rhossilli and gets pretty deserted.  

  
 



  
 

  
 

  
 



  
 

 

Photos taken on 23/06/2008: 
 

  
 

  



  
 

  
 

  
 



  
 

  
 

  
 



  
 



Walk: SOC 04 

Location:  Fforestfach behind Dunelm – adjacent woodland walk 
 

Directions: Drive towards Swansea, joining M4 J45 heading west, come off at J47, 2
nd

 exit from 

large roundabout, towards Gower, down a hill to another roundabout, first left to 
Fforestfach and after 200 yards, left at large set of traffic lights, leaving shopping 

areas behind you. A few hundred yards along from the traffic lights, as the road 

bends round to the right, take a sharp left down a small lane for a few yards until it 
dead ends in a dirt track. Park up and follow the dirt track around to the right, into 

woodland area. (I call this the Dunelm Wood Walk because it is effectively behind 

Dunelm).  
Distance (miles): 22.3 

Time (hours):  0.41 

Length of Walk: 1 – 2 hours or more according to preference 

Dates Walked:  18/10/2008, 10/12/2008, 01/10/2009, 02/12/2009,  
Parking:  Free 

 

Pop in to:  Fforestfach & Pontardulais Road shopping centres – there are two, one each side of 
the traffic lights. There is a Tesco Plus Superstore, very large, which is worth 

popping in to as it is so big. Also the local soft furnishings shop Dunelm – excellent 

for bedding, cushions, curtains, blankets, rugs and assorted fabrics - is worth visiting, 

plus various other shops.  
 

The walk itself is really rather incidental to the shopping trip and not worth bothering 

with unless as part of a visit to the shopping areas and retail park. Laura Ashley, 
M&S, etc all here.  

 

Also, if you head past Tescos (leaving Tescos on your left) on the road leading from 
the traffic lights, you will come into an industrial area which looks a bit 

unprepossessing but for one rather unusual emporium – an unassuming from the 

outside block with the sign „Serendipity‟ on it. Inside you will meet a most unusual 

individual who repairs old furniture (not antique but characterful period pieces and 
reproductions). Some of the castle bedroom furniture has come from here and it is 

worth a look around. It‟s about a mile from Tescos, straight on through one further 

set of minor traffic lights and over a few speed humps, and look out for it among the 
red brick industrial units on the left.  

 

Description: The walk itself starts off unprepossessingly, and on rare occasions can be spoilt by 
kids illegally riding noisy off-road motorbikes on the main paths. However it does 

make for a useful walk for dogs before or after a few hours shopping. The main 

gravelled path goes on for some distance, gently uphill, and I have not walked to the 

end. Various paths lead from it which I have not fully explored.  
 

There is a parallel winding footpath route through woods alongside the banks of a 

stream, taking in various small lakes, with jump in spots for dogs, the odd pier and 
plenty of swimming areas for dogs.  

 

There is one small weir on the stream to beware of, as though it is only a small 

stream and looks harmless enough, the flow of water is powerful enough to trap a 
dog in the down-current by this small weir. The sides of the stream are deep in 

places, so need care letting dogs in and out of it.  

 



Path is muddy in parts alongside the stream, but there is plenty of opportunity to get 

dogs clean in the water, then walk them back via the main gravelled path, which are 
easy to rejoin at any time, so they stay clean.  

 

In warm weather, do the walk first as the shops are open late into the evening. The 

shopping areas have no sheltered area to park car under so unsafe to leave dogs in, in 
warm weather. 

  

 



Walk:   SOC 05 

Location:   Pembrey Park, Pembrey Forest & Pembrey Beach 
 

Directions: Down to Swansea, joint M4 J45, go West to J48 M4 and follow signs to Pembrey 

Park, or set Sat Nav to get to Pembrey, then look out for signs to Pembrey Park. It is 
well signposted from the motorway but then the signs become rather pathetic and you 

can miss it. The nearer you get to Pembrey, you will find it is not that well 

signposted. If you are going north coming out of Pembrey, it is almost immediately 
on your left before Kidwelly, marked by a small brown tourist sign. If you have gone 

beyond Pembrey‟s small airfield on your left, then you‟ve gone too far.  

Distance (miles): 34.2 
Time (hours):  1.04 

Length of Walk: 2-5 hours or more; you can make a day of it here. Bring a picnic. 

Dates Walked:  

Pembrey Park: 24/12/2008, 27/09/2009,  
Woodland outside Park: 06/12/2009 (includes Kidwelly Castle)  

 

Parking:  £2.00 in the winter but up to £6.00 or more in the high season/ summer.  
 

Pop in to:  There is a small woodland walk on the right before you get to the park, which is 

further along a private looking stretch of road. This is worth popping in to if you are 

not wishing to go to the Park itself.  
 

Description: Pembrey Beach is vast. I have never walked the length of it, but it seems to go on 

forever and must be much larger than Rhossili. You have a choice of woodland 
walks, beach walks, or parkland walks. 

 

There is extensive parkland in Pembrey Park itself, around which you can walk for 
hours, and from which you can access either the beach, or extensive woodland which 

also seems to go on for miles.  

 

You can park anywhere in the Park, either near the beach, or at various viewpoints. 
There must be parking for 6,000 cars – yet whenever I go the various parking areas 

are all deserted. There is plenty of varied woodland to explore, including woodland 

beyond the official Park itself – Pembrey Forest. I did one four hour walk through the 
woodland, with pram, thinking I was doing a circular walk, but had to retrace my 

steps. This is because once you come out of the Park, the woodland area can be a bit 

confusing, though within the park it is quite logical as you can keep your bearings 
according to the sea.  

 

The beach at low tide goes on for a mile or more before you reach the sea, or so it 

seems. Ideal area for dogs to have a good run, for children to play on the sandy beach 
and worth visiting more than once. 

  



Walk:   SOC 06 

Location:   Palleg Golf Course & woodland tracks nearby   

 

Directions: Set sat nav to go to Gurnos and then head up into the hills on single track road; golf 

club is sign-posted from Gurnos.  
Distance (miles): 8 miles approx 

Time (hours):  0.15 

Length of Walk: 1 hour approx to go around the outside edges of the golf course 
Dates Walked -   

Golf Course:   30/12/2008, 01/01/2009,  

Woodland Walks*:  01/02/2009 
Parking:  Free 

 

Pop in to:  Go further on up the road and you will near the end of the road, find some woodland 

tracks. Easy to do a few circular woodland walks up here, but I would not describe 
the woodland as being of nice quality somehow.  

 

Description: A nice remote (hidden gem) golf course with some good scenery and plenty of open 
space for dogs to run around.  

 

Obviously this walk should only be done in the evening after the golf course has 

closed, and you go right round the far edges so the dogs are able to run free in some 
of the woodland bordering the clipped grass of the course itself.  

 

Poo pick up a must should the dogs have an accident on the course itself. You 
probably would not be popular doing this walk during the day, but as I go in the 

evening when the place is deserted, I have the place to myself and have met other 

walkers on the paths around the course.  
 

If going earlier in the day, continue on past the golf course into the woodland above 

and explore some of the forest tracks. They are nothing special but it is an alternative 

walk if you fancy something en-route from Swansea to the Castle.  
 

 

 * off the same road, uphill and North of Golf Course 
 

 



Walk:   SOC 07 

Location: South of Glynneath, B4242 approaching Abergarwed: Forest 

and Canal Walks near Resolven. 

 
Directions: Set sat nav for Abergarwed, travelling via Glynneath. You head into Glynneath, 

turning right at the traffic lights coming from the Castle, continue on past the Tesco 

mini store and garage on your right, and take the first right before the road curves 
round to the left. If you pass MacDonalds you have gone too far. The right hand turn 

off should be sign posted to Resolven. Continue south down the B4242 which is a 

minor road running parallel to the A465. Soon after you pass a large warehouse area 

(there is a large Sunday Market here) on your right, you will see a woodland path 
sign to the right. Continue up the dirt track for 500 yards or so, park up, and you have 

some excellent circular walks in the forest. This walk is somewhere between 

Pentreclwydau and Abergarwed. 
Distance (miles): 17.3  

Time (hours):  0.28 

Length of Walk: 2-3 hours or longer depending on tracks selected and whether you get lost. Keep your 
bearings with reference to the valley in which the A465 travels.  

Dates Walked -  

Woodland: 05/04/2009, 11/04/2009,  

Canal Paths: 04/04/2009, 07/02/2010 
 

Parking:  Free 

Pop in to:  Alternative walks without the hilly climbs of the woodland paths exist going all along 
the canal. You will see various spots to park up on the right as you head south down 

the B4242. Only problem is with this – there is some road noise from the A465 on 

the Canal Walk.  
 

Description: Numerous woodland paths in the woods above Glynneath and Resolven Market. It is 

possible to do a two hour circular walk here, though we only found this on second 

attempt having walked off in one direction the first time, and the other direction the 
second time, and finding where the two walks met up. There are hills, gravely paths, 

prammable, ideal for dogs to have a good run off the leads, pleasant woodland.  

 
 If you prefer flat ground, then instead of continuing down the B4242, park up in the 

first obvious car parking space on the right. Here there is a small country park with 

plenty of open spaces, and the country park leads onto the canal towpath, which is in 

good condition and carries on down to Neath. You can walk for miles along the 
Canal path, though you do have to come back the way you came, while the woodland 

paths option allows you to try some circular routes.  

 
 I like both the woodland walk here and the canal walk, despite the road noise on the 

latter. There is no road noise from the A465 on the woodland walks.  

  
 



Walk:   SOC 08 

Location:  Near Felindre, Lower & Upper Lliw Reservoirs Walk  

 

Directions:  Left out of castle, all the way down to J45 M4, head west to J46 and come off at J46, 

heading towards Felindre (last exit on roundabout going north). The road may be 
signposted Ammanford or Tycroes (larger towns further north).  

 

Before you get to Felindre, a small village (and the first one you come to if you have 
gone to far, houses on either side of the road only) on narrow single track lane, take a 

sharp right almost doubling back on yourself. There is a sign to the reservoir at this 

turning but you cannot see it when approaching  south to north.  
 

Having made the correct turn, the entrance to the reservoirs is first road on the left, 

through a long metal electrical sliding gate. This is set to close in the evenings, but if 

you are leaving having stayed late, it opens (as you approach, you would be thinking 
you are locked in) by sliding to one side to let you out. 

Distance (miles): 20.3 

Time (hours):  0.37 
Length of Walk: One and a half hours to go around the Lower Lliw Reservoir, if you wish to do a 

circular walk.  

 

A similar length of time to walk straight on up to Upper Lliw Reservoir (a gentle 
hardly noticeable climb) from where you would then retrace your steps back down 

the way you came. (Dogs not allowed through the gate to the Upper Reservoir but 

unrestricted access everywhere else; this restriction only affects last 2 or 3 minutes of 
the walk to Upper Lliw Reservoir).  

 

Walk could be lengthened by walking straight up to Upper Lliw Reservoir then on 
the way back, circling around the Lower Lliw Reservoir to make a circular walk. 

This would take about two and a half hours. 

Dates Walked:  23/05/2009, 25/07/2009, 14/09/2009,  

 
Parking:  Free. 

Description: There is a tarmaced path just wide enough for a car, leading from the north end of the 

car park all the way to Upper Lliw Reservoir, where a family appear to live in a 
bungalow by the reservoir. The final area around the Upper Reservoir is gated and 

while you can walk through, dogs are not allowed, possibly because of the sheer 

drops into the draining gullies, which would trap a dog, and occasional fast flowing 
water. There are additional stony mountain tracks leading off to the left as you 

approach Upper Lliw Reservoir. These I have not explored but look interesting.  

 

 I have circumnavigated Lower Lliw Reservoir. Not  an especially long walk. If you 
take the same path to Upper Lliw, you simply turn off to the left at the obvious 

turning with a footbridge, to go around Llower Lliw. The track the other side is 

narrower and stony, but prammable.  
  

 



Walk:   SOC 09 

Location:  Cycle Track Walk Ystalyfera to Pontardawe 
 

Directions: Turn left out of castle and head south down the A4069 towards Swansea. If you get 

as far as Tescos Pontardawe you have gone about five miles too far. As you head 
south, watch to ensure you come off at the correct roundabout. As you leave 

Ystradgynlais behind you, you come up to a large roundabout with, off to the left, a 

Co-Op store and a pub called the Black Lion. There is then a stretch of road which 
goes under a road bridge and comes out at a roundabout with – you carry on towards 

Swansea. If memory serves, the next roundabout on from this should be the one with 

the walks. Take the exit off the roundabout into the lay-by – there is food van 
advertised in the lay-by though I have not seen the van operational very often.  

 

Park up, cross over the River Tawe on the metal railed tarmac surfaced footbridge 

leading off to the left, and head on down south along the tarmac cycle path.  
Distance (miles): 9 miles approx 

Time (hours):  0.17 

Length of Walk: 2-4 hours depending how far you continue south. 
Dates Walked:  31/07/2009, 19/09/2009,  

 

Parking: Free in lay-by beside advertised roadside caravan diner which is just off the 

roundabout.  
 

Pop in to:  Tescos at Pontardawe, and the canal towpaths around Pontardawe. 

 
Description: A cycle path which is tarmac all the way, though it gets rougher towards Pontardawe. 

Perfectly prammable and a pleasant level walk.  

 
You will pass through open areas, forests, a couple of small waterfalls on your left, 

then more tracks, becoming gravely and potholey as you progress further south. It 

seems you are going on forever. There are some turnings you can take to the right but 

they will just bring you back to the main A4069 Brecon to Swansea road.  
 

At some point you will come across a way marked path – probably after an hour of 

walking, depending what speed you can walk at, maybe a little over three miles from 
where you parked. This is an important side path which goes off to the right, while 

the main path continues on south. The main path does not actually go much further, - 

another mile and you come to a steep awkward set of steps and end up in an area of 
terraced housing. The cycle path simply terminates here.  

 

Instead, and to get to Pontardawe, turn right at this sign posted path (it should be 

signed to Pontardawe), over a fairly narrow footbridge which crosses the River Tawe, 
and then after the bridge, you turn left.  

 

Alternative route to Pontardawe: 
You can turn right and get on to the canal paths, passing north of the games fields 

which would now be on your left as you go along the path. You can then get into 

Pontardawe itself by turning left on to the canal paths. The canal leads you straight 

into Pontardawe town, and you can get to Tescos off the canal path. But this route 
will take you back on yourself at first. The quicker route is to just put up with the 

industrial estate and walk along the pavement to Tescos – assuming you even want to 

go to Tescos that is. 
 

Possible circular route for your return: 



For a circular walk option, in theory you could get back along the canal paths which 

run parallel to the A4069 the opposite side to the cycle path. You could attempt an 
alternative „circular‟ route all the way to the car. The canal paths stretch from south 

of Pontardawe, and seem to go north for some miles. However I am not altogether 

sure where they terminate.  

 
Unless you know how to get on to the canal paths, I would not bother with this way 

back as I do not believe the canal paths get you all the way back to the roundabout 

where you‟ve parked – I have not fully explored this option yet but I suspect you 
would at some point have to cross the A4069 to rejoin the cycle path going back the 

way you came.  

 
To Tescos via industrial estate: 

Having turned left after the footbridge over the River Tawe, you will pass some 

football pitches on your right before the track ends at the top end of the pitches, and 

you come into a mini industrial estate which is on the outskirts of Pontardawe.  
 

The town of Pontardawe is not worth visiting but the canal walks in this area are 

worth doing (see Tescos Canal Walks).  
 

Walk along the industrial area to Tescos, do some shopping maybe, then return the 

way you came.  
 

It‟s probably four or even five miles to get to Pontardawe from where you parked, so 

this makes about an 8 mile walk, all on level ground with no hills whatsoever. You 

are basically walking parallel to the A4069 though some distance away from it so 
you are not aware of the road.  

  



Walk:   SOC 10 

Location:  Dunes of Merthyr Mawr    

 

Directions: South to J45 M4, left towards Cardiff, coming off as per sat nav, set it to find 

Merthyr Mawr but do not go into the village itself. Or go via Glynneath and the 
A465.  

 

You come off the M4 on to the A48 and follow signs to Merthyr Mawr and Ogmore 
by Sea. There is a river separating Ogmore by Sea and Merthyr Mawr and the bridge 

across it is quite far inland, so do not get the wrong side of the river by going to 

Ogmore by Sea as I did originally unless you fancy a scenic route and drive. While 
you can cross the river on foot over some stepping stones, there are horses here 

which is not useful if you have dogs. To get to the sands, it is in theory better to be on 

the Merthyr Mawr side but there lies a story (we never did get to the beach).  

 
Just beyond the handful of houses that is Merthyr Mawr you the lane dead ends in a 

woodland parking area, from where you can explore this most unusual area.  

Distance (miles): 41 
Time (hours):  0.55 

Length of Walk: Allow a day if you want to get to the beach through this muddled Maze. Do not get 

lost in the dark here. If attempting to reach the beach, which is only accessible after 

finding your way through about two miles of very high undulating sand dunes, allow 
one hour to get through the dunes, an hour or two for the completely deserted stretch 

of beach and an hour or to get back.  

 
Take note of any obvious land marks; consider making some arrows / crosses in the 

sand to sign your route back. 

Dates Walked:  22/08/2009,  
 

Parking:  I think we had to pay £1.00 or something. Car park is locked at dusk.  

 

Pop in to:  Ogmore by Sea if you fancy a scenic drive. Not a lot in Merthyr Mawr, just a row of 
houses from what I recall.  

 

Description: This is a most unusual place. It is on the coast between the industrial areas of Port 
Talbot to the South and Cardiff airport to the north, though neither impact on the area 

you are about to experience.  

 
We stopped off first at the holiday chalet town of Porthcawl, which I was not 

impressed with, full of static caravans. There is a walking area overlooking the coast 

which we gave the dogs an hour on but Porthcawl was not impressive – probably OK 

on a sunny day though.  
 

Visit Ogmore by Sea, like we did, if you wish, and as you drive along the B4524 

leaving Ogmore behind you, you will look down on a completely deserted, very 
inviting beach, which you cannot actually get to because of the river and the sands. It 

was our attempt to get to this beach that led us to the incredible dunes of Merthyr 

Mawr.  

 
We drove along the B4524 trying to find a way on to this beach, stopping briefly at a 

derelict castle ruin, where there were stepping stones over the river - not suitable for 

us with baby and pram. This probably would get you to the beach – try it yourself if 
you like. 

 



We carried on inland for some miles before we found a bridge over the river, and 

then headed down the other side back towards the coast and elusive beach, following 
signs to Merthyr Mawr. The road eventually dead ended after a few houses dotted 

along a country lane, in a car park with paths leading from it into the dunes.  

 

 Merthyr Mawr is a little known secret, the highest and most extensive sand dunes in 
Wales. We made the mistake of taking the pram, assuming there would be a clear 

path to the beach. But there are these huge sand dunes to get through, before you get 

to the beach and no identifiable „main‟ path. 
 

The sand dunes themselves are like mini mountains, with thick sand in places that 

you sink into, and the occasional watery streams running though. There is no obvious 
route to the beach so you can, on account they are so high, get completely lost when 

in the troughs. You find a high dune, climb up a narrow, slippery sandy path, get 

your bearings on the river, from which you can deduce where the sea is, then strike 

out in what you think is the right general direction, into another deep trough. 
Climbing another dune after 20 minutes or so you try to work out where you are 

again.  

 
Eventually you find yourself lost in these endless dunes, not quite able to reconcile 

where you came from. I had taken note of a distinctive tree pattern near the car park, 

but for which we would have got lost. There are no signs. As dusk fell, with no lights 
anywhere, this remote area could have seen us lost all night.  

 

If you want an impression of being lost in a desert of dunes, I guess this is a 

reasonably close experience. If you want a real maze you can get lost in, this will do 
it. Consider a compass. 

 

 The pram became bogged down in the sand, I got annoyed because we could not find 
the beach, my wife got annoyed because I was annoyed, but the dogs had a lovely 

time charging off in the distance. 

 

This is a dangerous area to allow dogs free run. Fortunately ours do keep an eye on 
where we are. One is an Alsation - a breed which watches where you are, never 

losing sight of you. The other is a Golden Retriever who, having lost us on twice on 

these sort of walks, is now very careful not to lose track of where we are. But you can 
certainly lose track of where you are in this amazing maze.  Owners with less 

efficient „homing‟ dogs could lose their pets here too. 

 
 We tried to get to the beach by finding our way to the river, having dumped the pram 

and resorted to carrying the baby in a harness. This route proved impassable due to a 

series of half mud half sand flat areas semi flooded with river water, so you sank in 

deep as you tried to walk across what I presume are tidal flatlands. The dogs loved it, 
chasing each other up and down and around the endless sand dunes.  For a while we 

were half lost, and it was a relief in the growing dusk to come across our own pram 

tracks, which we followed back to the car. Returning after dark we found the gate 
was closed with the padlock and chain wrapped around gate and post. An adventure.  



Walk:   SOC 11 

Location:  Margam Park 

 

Directions: South to J45 M4, turn towards Cardiff, but soon turn off and follow sat nav or signs 

to Margam and you should come across signs to Margam Park soon enough.  
Distance (miles): 30.7 

Time (hours):  0.46 

Length of Walk: 2-3 hours 
Dates Walked:  23/08/2009 

 

Parking:  Free 
 

Pop in to:  The Orangery at Margam Park. 

 

Description: Extensive council owned country park estate, with a large Orangery (restored) which 
does weddings and an old house (yet to be fully restored and opened to public). There 

are gardens between the Orangery and the old house, plus a ruined chapel or small 

church or some such, with paths and some interesting trees (monkey puzzle trees etc).  
 

For a longer walk, there are acres and acres of open parkland and some woodlands 

you can walk through. There are some deer so avoid dogs going too far into woods 

out of your sight as we found this is where the deer hovered about. The open spaces 
are most pleasant and give the dogs ample opportunity to have a good run.  

 

There is also a farm display arrangement, with paddocks holding horses, chicken, and 
more exotic animals all of which you can walk around.  

 

Near the entrance there is a further small wooded area with bridges, rope bridges, 
narrow paths, and interesting man-made walks and viewing platforms.  

  



Walk:   SOC 12 

Location:  Swansea Bay to Mumbles 

   

Directions: Find your way to the seafront, following signs to the Maritime Museum. Continue 

along the coastal road towards Mumbles, leaving the big Tescos behind you on the 
right. Very soon after you pass Tescos, look out for the first parking area by the 

promenade on your left. It is a sharp left turn off the road, passing under a height 

restrictor barrier. You do not need to go as far as Mumbles as the idea is to walk 
there.  

 

Distance (miles): 26.2 (to Mumbles) or 21.1 to Swansea 
Time (hours):  0.56 (to Mumbles) or 0.43 to Swansea 

Length of Walk: 3 hours or longer if attempting to go to Mumbles, shorter if just doing a promenade 

walk and a bit of the beach.  

Dates Walked:  01/04/2008, 28/02/2009, 22/05/2009, 12/09/2009, 19/12/2009,  
 

Parking:  Free if park in lay-by on sea front by promenade area.  

 
Pop in to:  Maritime Museum (not really walkable from the area you are now parked in) worth a 

visit while in the area.  

 

Description: Swansea Bay used to be a nasty smelly polluted beach front that a few years ago got 
a good clean up. It still suffers from a few muddy streams draining into the bay, 

turning parts of the sand dunes into squelchy mud. However it is mostly sand dunes, 

heavily ridged in places by the action of the water, so bumpy with pram. The tide 
also goes out a long long way at low tide so this gives you a huge area of bay to walk 

around.  

 
 Hazard Warning: the beach is not as level as it looks so when the tide starts coming 

in, you can be cut off by some areas where the ground is lower. No problem if you do 

not mind wading in water up to thigh level but just be alert to the movement of the 

tide.  
 

 The objective of this walk is to get to Mumbles and back. Because it is such a large 

curved bay, when the tide goes out, it is quicker to walk across the bay rather than 
follow the curve of the beach. There are some squelchy bits where you can sink 

several inches into marshy mixtures of mud and sand, so some detours are necessary 

to remain on the higher areas of hard sand.  
 

 Walking back after dark, keep to the inland section of curved bay, do not cross in the 

dark due to the unexpected deep water areas during an incoming tide. The lights of 

Swansea as you walk towards the small promenade path of an evening are pleasing 
enough. However this bay is not the most attractive I feel, and is useful only when 

combined with a shopping trip in town or maybe a visit to the large Tescos (Tescos 

features rather highly on our shopping round).  
 



Pictures taken on 01/04/2008: 

 
Worm mounds on Swansea Bay        Bay goes on form miles when tide is out 

  
 

 
 

  

  
 



Walk:   SOC 13 

Location:  Pontardawe Canal Paths leading from Tesco 

   

Distance (miles): 12.5 (to Pontardawe – but park up in Tescos) 

Time (hours):  0.26 
Length of Walk: Do an hour in either direction (you can go further north than south) and then return 

the way you came. 

Dates Walked:  15/09/2009, 16/09/2009, 30/09/2009, 23/12/2009, 16/02/2010 
 

Parking:  Free in Tescos 

 
Pop in to:  Tescos! 

 

Description: This is a walk we did not expect to find, which enables us to combine a Tesco shop 

with a run for the dogs. Park up near the Tesco shop entrance, along the white iron 
railing. Proceed along the railing towards the entrance. There are some steps on the 

right leading to the access road for delivery trucks delivering stock to Tescos. Cross 

to the opposite side and there is a white footbridge crossing the River Tawe. Take the 
Bridge and then either turn left or right. 

 

 If you go left, you will proceed south along some parkland with the River Tawe on 

your left, and some games pitches on your right. The tarmaced cycle path eventually 
joins the canal path which you can then walk down for some miles, depending how 

far you want to go. We have not gone right to the end but tend to stop and turn back 

at the first road it crosses.  
 

 If you go North, you will end up in the games fields and get in a bit of a muddle. 

Cross to the other side of the games fields and join the canal path going north. You 
will lose the canal path at some point in Pontardawe, before regaining it having 

crossed a couple of streets. Follow the canal path north for a few miles and then walk 

back again.  

  
   Pontardawe is not worth visiting.  

 

   The Canal path is pleasant enough and popular with walkers.  
 



Walk:   SOC 14 

Location:  Woods above Ystradgynlais 

 

Directions: Proceed south from the Castle and into Ystradgynlais town centre, taking a left at 

the roundabout by the Continental Garage and filling station. Carry on down the 
hill into the centre of Ystradgynlais and turn left at the town’s only cross roads, 

this being a left at the cross roads before the pelican crossing (you will see 

Barclays Bank on the corner).  
 

 Leaving Barclays Bank behind you on the left, carry on up the hill, past the 

police station on your right, over a mini roundabout, and up on to an open hill. 
Just before the open hill, there is a parking lay-by on the right, with woodland 

walks signposted.  

 

Distance (miles): 6.7 to the Cross at Ystradgynlais then another mile or so. 
Time (hours):  0.20 

Length of Walk: 2-3 hours or more. 

Dates Walked:  20/12/2009,  
 

Parking: Free at the various walk-parking points – the first one being on right, up the hill, 

a mile or so from the centre.  

 
Pop in to:  Ystradgynlais: Actually quite a large local town with a fully functioning high 

street full of independent non-chain outlets. The lack of chain shops and more of 

a local business community means there are, as yet, none of the boarded up shops 
we are seeing in other towns nowadays. The forthcoming arrival of a new Tesco 

a couple of miles to the South may have some effect however. Hopefully the 

current variety of shops will not be displaced by Tesco as the sort of services on 
offer should not be impacted by a supermarket. There is a good Gents barbers 

half way down the hill coming into town. My favourite shop is the large plant 

shop by the ‘Cross’ in the centre of town, near the town’s only pelican crossing. 

This has a wide selection of plants and pots at good prices.  
 

This town does not yet possess a set of traffic lights, which is a plus, but sadly it 

has recently gained the occasional presence of a traffic warden, which is a minus. 
Free parking is limited to 30 minutes in the centre and spaces are limited. You 

may be tempted to give up. However there is a hidden, little used, and 

inexpensive pay and display car park behind the plant shop. This you can only 
get to by wriggling your way behind the plant shop in a somewhat twisting 

turning route.  To get to the car park, going north as if towards the castle, you 

pass the plant shop on your left, turn left at the Crossing (known to locals as ‘The 

Cross’ but not signed as such), carry on down the narrow street of shops and take 
the next left down the first (I think) one-way lane and then left again into the car 

park. Going south from castle, simply turn right instead of left at the central 

crossing, and then do the a Left - Left into the car park. Look out for the not very 
obvious parking signage or simply ask where it is.  On foot you can ‘do’ the town 

in about 40 minutes.  

 

There is a pub, the Ynscedwyn Arms, at one end, by the river, which you could 
stop in for a meal or a drink. I’ve not been there for a while but I understand they 



are doing well. There is also a very useful pet shop, ‘Paws and Claws’, recently 

moved to a new shop the opposite end of the town from the Ynscedwyn Arms. 
This shops is well worth supporting by getting your dog groomed here (book in 

advance via our Reception) if you are staying in the area with your dogs. They 

are very friendly and competent here and with all the walks locally, your dog 

may need a wash and a groom before returning home! They can also do the ‘anal 
glands’ which not all dog grooming parlours will do and which on some breeds 

of dogs, is a regular chore that needs doing for the dog’s comfort.  

 
Further south, the town has another pub or two, and some riverside walks, which 

run along behind the hospital from just south of the central cross. You can get to 

these on foot while leaving the car in the above mentioned car park. Within a 
mile or so, driving distance south, there is a sports centre with a large indoor 

swimming pool, as you come into another little town called Ystalyfera. This is 

about to gain a Tesco’s, apparently, which will do no favours to the local Co-Op 

at this end and will probably bring some other unexpected changes to the area.  
 

Description: The walk on the hills became one of my regular haunts as I discovered more and 

more of these woodland tracks going for miles. One route took me all the way 
along, initially above the Swansea Valley looking down, eventually dropping 

down to the Pontardawe canal path (which is a fair old trek) mentioned in another 

walk. Sadly the forestry commission have recently been doing a lot of felling and 
now the mountain is more open and less wooded. Some good views though when 

you get to the top. Usual woodland paths, gravelled and wide. Before the forestry 

commission did all their recent felling, there was a fine collection of ‘Christmas 

Trees’ here. It took a while to work out the circular walks though, as you have to 
go in one direction for 40 minutes or so before you can branch out around some 

circular routes. I have since explored further with the aid of a Segway and done 

some very long forays into this area, finishing up in Pontardawe on one route and 
into Neath on another. You learn to use landmarks such as the electric pylons to 

work out where the relevant valley is, ideally keeping the line of the Swansea 

Valley in your mental compass. There are some walks up in these hills where you 

can end up going over to the Neath Valley. For more of these very long tracks, 
proceed further along the same road and look for tracks off either side.  

 

  
  

 

Pictures taken on 20/12/2009: 
 

I used to feel this area was nothing special, having preferred the views local to the castle and around 

Trecastle and the Reservoir walks. Since I first wrote up this walk, when I did not find a circular route, I 

have had occasion to do extensive four hour ‘segway’ runs and walks, covering up to 12 miles at a time, 
with some good circular walks discovered. I had time to kill while I was between drop-off and collection 

of my son from the Nursery in Ystalyfera, where he goes for half a day. Though I cheated by doing a lot 

of it on a Segway to cover the distance, the real way to do it justice is on a mountain bike. There are some 
views and a lot of remote mountainside and the tracks do connect, eventually, with many of the other 

walks on this list, but we are talking about 8 – 16 mile walks, being prepared to ‘get lost, and just being 

willing to go on ‘forever’ into these forestry tracks. It is a shame so much of the forest has recently been 
chopped down, for timber, as it will be a decade or so before it all re-grows.   

 



Avoid going up in these hills on windy days as without the forest cover, I imagine it is a bit exposed to 

the elements now. Also avoid areas where the forestry lorries are working as they churn up the tracks. By 
the time you read this they should have finished their work. I am not a long distance walker, really, but 

someone with an inclination to do it, could get from just north of Swansea all the way to the castle, 

following the line of the Tawe tracks and then up via these mountains finally link into the old Swansea 

Brecon railway tracks. This would all be best done on mountain bikes.  
  

 

 
 

 



Walk:   SOC 15 

Location:  Afon Afan Forest Park Walk, nr Cynonville 

 

Directions: Set your sat nav for Cynonville then look out for the numerous country park signs. 

There are many lay-bys along the road south of Cynonville so you can pick any 
suitable spot and start your walk. 

Distance (miles): 28.3 

Time (hours):  0.47 
Length of Walk: 2-3 – as long or as short as you wish to make it. 

Dates Walked:  21/02/2010 

 
Parking:  Free 

 

Pop in to:  Swansea – or coastal areas, or scenic routes due north rather than going via Neath 

and A465 on way back. 
 

Description: We found this walk having first visited Llandarcy, following a report on TV of a 

town being built nearby in accordance with Prince Charles‟ village design – Coed 
Darcy. The latter proved a disappointment as only a couple of years into its 20 year 

building project, but we made up for it by setting off for the nearest Country Park / 

forest, 

 
 An old coal mining area turned into a woodland, there are cycle tracks and obstacle 

courses for proficient mountain biker, streams with small waterfalls, woodland walks, 

some step, some level. 
 

 We spent a couple of hours here, first going round a woodland area with streams, 

then dropping down to a flat path which is now a popular cycle track for families 
with children. Judging by the occasional former platform, this path must once have 

been a railway line used for transporting coal as well as workers and passengers 

passengers.  

 
 We only did a fraction of the walks in this area and would revisit. The only slight 

problem which I did not notice, but which my wife commented on, was the smell. 

Presumably this was left over from the area‟s former industrial past.  
 

 All the walks are well marked. Choose the length of walk you want and follow the 

appropriate colour symbol, or, as we did, walk along the cycle path for a couple of 
miles then turn back.  

  

 



North of Castle 

 

Walk:   NOC 01 

Location:   Mountain Centre at Libanus (near Brecon)  
 

Directions:  Go to Libanus then follow brown signs to Mountain Centre. There are different routs 

and sat nav may take you a main road way.  
 

The clever route is to go across country and not go into Libanus. Instead go to 

Defynog, turn left, and then at some point you can find an unmarked lane direct to 

the Mountain centre. The long way round will take you to Libanus first. So to find 
the short cut clever route, when you return from the mountain centre, exit the 

mountain centre turning left, at the T junction turn right instead of left back to 

Libanus, carry along this lane for a few miles and you will end up on the main road to 
Defynog (turn right to Defynog).  

Postcode: LD3 8NF (takes you to somewhere in Libanus, so once there, follow brown signs to 

Mountain Centre).  
Distance (miles): 15.4 

Time (hours):  0.20 

Length of Walk: One to two hours all over the mountain  

Dates Walked: 17/11/2008, 22/11/2008, 07/12/2008, 23/12/2008, 03/01/2009, 15/03/2009, 
09/08/2009, 31/08/2009, 15/11/2009,  

Parking:  £1.00 or £2.00 depending on length of stay 

 
Pop in to:  Mountain Centre Café and shop 

 

Description: Go to Libanus via sat nav and then turn up the country lanes to the Mountain Centre 
which is a further mile or so from Libanus. Very large open mountain area with 

views over Brecon and surrounding area. Loads of flat firm walks, some muddy areas 

but mostly close cropped grassland to walk on. Not too hilly as you are parking on 

top of the mountain. Lots of sheep but area so large dogs can still be let off lead 
wherever the sheep are not around. Lots of sheep poo on the ground can mess up 

pram wheels. Plenty of water pools and small lakes to wash dogs and pram in.  

  
 



Walk:   NOC 02 

Location:  Mountain walks between Heol Senni and Ystradfelte 
 

Directions: Aim for Ystradfelte but set your sat nav to travel via Heol Senni. Turn right out of 

castle heading north. With the Crai Reservoir on your left, take left turning up a 
narrow lane, signposted Heol Senni. Just before you get to Heol Senni (a clutch of 

houses) and before the bridge over a stream, turn right up a very narrow single track 

and continue for some miles. Eventually you come to a T junction. Turn right and 
head up a steep switch-back mountain road (some nice views looking back the way 

you came). The road levels out at the top of the mountain and there are various spots 

you can walk up here. However for the purposes of walk NOC 02, you turn left into a 
picnic woodland car parking area at the end of the long straight stretch. You could 

get someone to drop you off here and return the car to the castle, leaving you to walk 

back.  

 
Distance (miles): 21.1 by car (but probably about 12 miles to walk back over the  

mountain).  

Time (hours):  38 minutes 
Length of Walk: 3-4 hours 

Dates Walked:  21/04/2008,  

 

Parking:  Free 
 

Pop in to:  Nothing up here at all: very remote, desolate / scenic.  

 
Description: To start the walk, come back up to the road on foot, cross the road, and take the 

gateway opposite onto a farm track through recently chopped down woodland. 

Follow this path for 2 ½ to 3 hours south west until get to Penwyllt. There are only a 
couple of turnings to watch out for. There is a left turn after you have dipped into a 

valley, passing a farm on your left. After this there is at some point a right hand turn 

after a couple of miles that I believe is signposted to Penwyllt. You then just keep on 

going along a flat open country side area, quite high up, then up a slight incline 
through some woodland, and then finally the path opens up coming out of the 

woodland and you bear left, following the path to the Caving Club. 

 
Allow 3-4 hours for this walk, and maybe use an ordnance survey map to determine 

the correct paths to take (I did it by guesswork so you could take a chance too, but 

not in inclement weather). You will recognise where you are once back on the path to 
the Caving Club and Penwyllt) provided you do Walk EOC 02 first.  

 

EOC 02 has you driving to Penwyllt station to park. On foot, on leaving Penwyllt, 

carry on down the lane and take the first signposted footpath to the right, though a 
single gate, down a steep stony track, which takes you down to the farm behind the 

Country Park. Turn right onto the lane, passing the bungalow and farm to your right, 

take the field gate onto the path behind the country park and return to the castle via 
the country park. You will then need to get a lift to pick up your car.  

 

Hazard Warning: You are walking quite high up, for several hours with no shelter. A wrong turn could 

mean you are lost for hours. No mobile signals. Weather can change from sunny to 
sideways sleeting rain. Temperature drops in the evenings by several degrees. The 

paths are mostly stony tracks suitable for farm vehicles so are easy walking, but bring 

warm clothes. Walk is prammable except for steep footpath from Penwyllt (you can 
take the lane instead). A map would be sensible though I have never used one and 



always found my way around because I know the area just about enough.  Assuming 

no wrong turns, you can get back to the castle in just on 3 hours.  
 

 



Walk   NOC 03 

Location:  Llyn y Fan (the lake) and Fan Brycheinog (the mountain) off 

Trecastle Road 
 

Directions: Turn right out of the castle, take first left opposite the Tafan Y Garreg pub a mile or 

so from the castle. Follow narrow winding lane up the mountain, across cattle grid 
and stop in a parking space nearest the river on your left, reasonably close to the 

bridge. Look for a well trodden path up the mountain leading from the other side of 

the stream.  
Distance (miles): About 2 miles  

Time (hours):  10 minutes 

Length of Walk: 2 hours to circle reach and circle the lake, 3-4 hours if continue  

above the lake 
Dates Walked:  23/04/2008, 08/08/2008,  

 

Parking:  Free by side of the road 
 

Pop in to:  Nothing here to pop into.  

 
Description: Option A: If you park near where the road bridge is, you should see the path going up 

the mountain. The only problem is you have to negotiate a slippery route of your own 

choosing across the stream to get to the path. I‟ve done it barefoot to avoid getting 

boots wet if the stream is running high, though if it is summer, and low, you can walk 
across OK. It is slippery. Once you have doing the path, follow it straight up, keeping 

the stream and waterfalls to your left. You will eventually come to the lake, though 

you have to bear right a bit at the top to find it. Once you reach the lake, you can 
walk all the way around it, which probably only takes an hour. Take a note of where 

you joined the lake in order to find the path back down again.  

 

 Option B: Avoid having to cross the stream by continuing along the Trecastle road 
for about another mile until you come to a larger parking area on the left (takes about 

4 cars). You are now higher up and will not have such a climb to get to the lake. 

Follow the path across the mountain, going slightly parallel back along the route you 
drove along, but heading away from the road into the mountain. You may find other 

walkers preferring this route. You eventually join the lake at the eastern end. You can 

then walk around it clockwise or anti clockwise according to preference, but make a 
note of where you joined the lake so you can find the same path back down again.  

 

Hazard Warning: The return journey on Option A involves a steep down hill section heavily sheep 

grazed close cropped grass. This is quite slippery so proper walking boots required. It 
is also possible to not find the lake or to not remember the path you used to get to it 

when leaving the lake. Some boggy areas. Not prammable.  

  
Optional extra: If you find just going around the lake a little too easy, you can climb another path 

from the south / eastern end of the lake, which you will find clearly defined. It is not 

prammable, very steep and stony in places, and goes up the mountain above the lake 
(the mountain is Fan Brycheinog I believe, at least that is shown on the map). There 

are deep steps carved into the mountain at one point that you have to climb carefully 

up. Once at the top, you come to a large very high up open ridge area that you can 

walk along. Very dramatic walk though most people tend to content themselves with 
walking up to and around the lower lake.  



Pictures taken on 23/04/2008: 

 
Start off by parking alongside the stream, close to the bridge, and cross the stream on to the path up mountain. 

  
 
Find a suitable place to cross. Notice the car is parked just up from the stone bridge. You will see the path the 

other side of the stream from this point. Getting across the stream is a chore as no footbridge. I‟ve done it 

barefoot then dried off feet the other side, so socks and boots do not get wet in stream.  

  
 

Follow the path to the right of the little stream. This stream exits from the lake, so following it will get you to 

the lake, though towards the top you do have to branch right and it is possible to miss the lake if not careful. 

  
 



Notice the path beside stream is narrow, rocky and rough. Not prammable. Sheep can appear in different 

colours as if from another planet – are these alien sheep?  These were all green apart from their heads.  

  
 
You reach the lake at the eastern side. You then can go around it anti-clockwise (my preferred route) or 

clockwise. Just take a note of where you joined the lake as there is more than one path leading from it.  

 
 
Left pic looks north to south, right pic looks back the way you came if going anti-clockwise; note the line of 

the path. The path is more obvious the northern side, and narrows and becomes rougher the southern side.  

  
 



There is a small sandy beach at the far Western end (left). The pic on right has you looking back the way you 

came, along the northern „coast‟ of the lake.  

  
 

Note the high mountain ridge on the southern side of the lake. This is the ridge we will be climbing soon.  

  
 

Views of lake from eastern end – you are half way around it at this point. Path follows shoreline all around. 

Though you cannot see the line of the path in the right hand pic, it is there.  

  



Pics here are taken from the southern side, making the return half of the walk, going anticlockwise. 

  
 

 
 

  



See the steps going up the mountain, above the lake. Here the steps are quite benign but they get a lot steeper 

further up. The white dots in pic on right are sacks of stone to be used for the steps; they were helicoptered in 
over a period of weeks, from a field at the Dan yr Ogof showcaves. The path above the lake leading to the top 

of the mountain was incomplete when we did the walk but I expect it has since been improved.  

  
 

As you head higher above the lake (path to top of mountain is at the East / South end of lake) you can see the 

entire lake spread before you. It is not a large lake, taking under an hour to walk all the way around it.  

  
 
The path shown bottom right looks deceptively easy in the pic, but actually it is quite a steep climb. Stunning 

views in the right weather but do not bother with this climb on a cloudy day as you‟ll then see nothing.  

  
 



More or less at the top, and the path improves dramatically (right). Some sort of round sheep pen here.  

  
 

Well, here we are at the top of the mountain, though we continued right to the far ridge.  

  
 

Walking towards the far ridge, views of the lake in its entirety below us on the right. Quite a climb up! 

  
 



Looking back the way we came (left)         View to peak of far ridge, after which, a steep drop. 

  
 

Made it to the far ridge. Just a pile of stones here to mark the spot. Views all around. 

  
 
Looking back along the ridge we‟ve walked along, now we are about to walk back the way we came. Lake is 

visible to the left of this picture.  

 



Left hand pic, the earthy bit on left is actually the path dropping down back to the lake. It looks steep and is. 

  
 

Back at the lake, the dogs have a much needed swim and cool-down.  

  
 

Returning now the way we came, following the stream down to the road, waterfall on our right half way 

down. Another area the dogs can swim in. You can just make out the road in the pic on right.  

  
 



Waterfall and stream. We follow path down to the road, walking with the stream on our right on way down.  

  
 

And so back to our car, parked off the road a few yards up from the bridge.  



Walk:   NOC 04 

Location:   Brecon - by the river 
 

Directions: Head into Brecon and you will cross the river, immediately coming to a set of traffic 

lights. Turn left at the lights and continue for a quarter mile or so up the narrow road, 
taking first left signposted something like „promenade‟. Park in the car park by the 

river, adjacent to some football/ rugby fields.  

Distance (miles): 19.1 
Time (hours):  0.27 

Length of Walk: One hour or longer 

Dates Walked:  26/04/2008, 10/01/2009,  
 

Parking:  £2.50 approx 

 

Pop in to:  Brecon town centre for some shopping and browsing. Worth visiting some of the arts 
shops. 

 

Description: River side walks with the river on your left and open fields to your right. Initially you 
pass some games fields on your right, then into a woodland alongside the river, with 

farm fields now to your right.  

 

Carry on to the end of the river path walk, then turn right up a track to eventually 
rejoin the semi private lane, walking back towards where you parked, with the farm 

fields now on your right. If no livestock in the fields, it is possible to walk through 

them instead, giving dogs a good run. Walk is prammable though a bit bumpy with 
tree roots and some dips on the woodland path section.  

 

  



Walk:   NOC 05 

Location:   Llangorse Lake 
 

Directions; Use Sat Nav to get to Llangorse then follow signs to Llangorse Lake.  

Distance (miles): 26.5  
Time (hours):  0.41 

Length of Walk: Footpaths go along one side of the lake, marked from the car park at Llangorse Lake. 

However the path does not go all the way around the lake. So you can do an hour or 
two to the end of the marked paths and then return the same way you came.   

Dates Walked:  04/07/2008,  

 
Parking:  FOC I recall.  

 

Pop in to:  Riding stables at Llangorse (well sign posted activity centre) also includes indoor 

mountain climbing centre – most impressive.  
 

 About half way along the walk there is a bird watching hide with a pictures of the 

birds you are likely to spot on the walls inside. 
 

Description: Undeterred by the absence of a path all the way around the Lake, and having gone to 

the far end of the Lake, we determined to walk all the way around it rather than to 

retrace our steps.  
 

This is not advised. We ended up on some side roads, attempting to get back to the 

lake. Eventually we found a footpath sign directing us through some fields with 
horses in, back down to the lake, so we presumed the path then would continue 

around the lake. The horses were skittish and as we crossed the field, gave chase to 

one of our dogs. We left the footpath across, and returned to the road via cover of the 
hedgerows, but not before Jack lost half a tooth, being kicked by one of the horses.  

 

Unable to take the correct path back to the lake, we had to carry on along a busy 

country lane until we found another field leading to the lake, which we then 
continued around, on unofficial paths along the shore, involving some interesting 

climbs through overgrowth and fencing separating farmers fields. Quite an adventure 

but not to be recommended.  
 

 Recommended walk is simply to follow the paths and tracks down one side of the 

lake to the end, then return the way you came. This will give you a most pleasant 
lakeside walk.  Plus there is the aforementioned bird hide (well sign posted) half way 

along.  

  

 
 



Walk:   NOC 06 

Location:  Woodland track off small lay-by off A483 between Cynghordy 

and Llanwtyd Wells 
   

Distance (miles): 27.8 

Time (hours):  0.40 
Length of Walk: 2 hours to 4 or more depending how far you go. 

Dates Walked:  20/02/2010 

 
Parking:  Free 

Pop in to:  Llandovery 

 

Description: Not a walk you would specifically search out and go to, but if you are heading north 
along the A483 from Llandovery or returning from the North towards Llandovery 

(through which any sat nav will take you on your return to the castle in preference to 

taking you over the military zone), then this is a walk with some surprises.  
  

You would not think that it would be much of anything. It is not well marked, only a 

small footpath sign, the parking lay-by just up from a field gate. It is on your left if 
heading north up the A483 from Llandovery or on the right if heading south. I cannot 

be sure but it was somewhere between Cynghordy and Llanwtyd Wells. (There are 

additional walks south of this point on the opposite side of the road).   

 
The woodland track is a steady climb, be warned. You wind up and up and up for 

about an hour, which, when pushing a pram, becomes an issue. Halfway up we hit 

snow and the temperature dropped. One minute there was no snow, then a line of 
snow was crossed. We were on a track with no footprints and just one set of vehicle 

marks.  

 

A half hour further on and we came to a large open area, where the lone vehicle 
tracks ended. A track lead off to the left and a further track to the right. Neither had a 

foot print or vehicle mark on it. As we walked the untouched paths we enjoyed 

impressive views over alpine scenery, the setting sun a distant red glow colouring 
pink the still and silent carpet of snow, the branches of the pine heavy with snow.  

Unwilling to descend down the left hand path as we did not know where it would end 

up, we crunched along for a little further on the right hand track, still ascending 
slightly, before the path opened up revealing a plateau area after a mile or two of 

dense woodland. Clearly they had been harvesting the timber here, for here it was a 

wasteland of stumps, the trunks long since cleared, and beyond this, yet more forest 

stretching for miles into the dusky haze of evening.  
 

As far as the eye could see, looking north east, was endless forest and tracks for mile 

after mile. Having spent an hour climbing, I got the impression it was all now fairly 
flat, so you would be assured of a further two or three hour more level walk.  

 

I suspect if you carried on long enough you would get to Lyn Brianne, or one of the 
roads leading to it. One for a mountain bike exploration. Various paths leading off 

promised some circular walk options, but with night falling, we headed back the way 

we came, taking 40 minutes for the descent as against over an hour to get up.  



 

Walk:   NOC 07 

Location:  Track leading off Heol Senni Road –over mountain to Castle 

via Caving Club & Penwyllt  

 
Directions: Turn right out of castle and head up the A4069 towards Crai Reservoir. With the 

Reservoir on your left, take a sharp right hand turn just before some houses, on the 
narrow single track lane sign posted to Heol Senni. Drive along this road for about 

half a mile and a few hundred yards after the first cattle grid, there is a turning on to 

dirt tracks on the right, where you can park just before a barrier gate. Be careful 

about the uneven road as you pull off the lane to park as you can bottom out if you 
cross onto the dirt track in the wrong place.  

 

If you end up crossing a second cattle grid with a house on your right, you have gone 
too far.  

 

Distance (miles): About 9-10 
Time (hours):  15 minutes 

Length of Walk: 3 hours 

Dates Walked:  21/04/2008, 06/07/2008, 28/02/2010 

 
Parking:  Free 

 

Pop in to:  Caving Club? 
 

Description: Very scenic walk across bleak mountain. You will need to arrange a collection for 

your car afterwards. The walk is probably 10 miles or so, similar to the driving 
distance.  

 

You start of heading up hill on a stony farm track heading towards a very large 

looking mountain. Eventually you come to a field gate after about an hour or so, after 
a period during which the path has levelled out.  

 

Looking ahead over this field gate you will see into a completely deserted valley. 
There are walks going straight ahead but you do not continue on through the gate. 

Instead, a little before the field gate, there is a clear path leading off to the right. It 

curves around behind the big mountain, going up hill on a manageable gradient.  

 
Follow this path taking no turnings right or left, through a couple more field gates, 

and eventually down a steep section which is quite stoney, a new valley opening up 

before you with views to the left.  
 

Eventually you will observe a large wood to your left, with a field gate. You can 

either go through the field gate, down through the woodland, and turn left on to the 
disused railway tracks at the bottom and continue walking for a couple of miles until 

you reach Penwyllt (then follow directions from Penwyllt station below).  

 

Or, for a more scenic route with some more excellent views, turn left, leaving the 
woodland behind you on your right, as you head south parallel to the railway track 

level ridge which you may observe below you on your right. The path bends round to 

the left, but another path curves round to the right. You want to go round to the right, 
continuing round the side of another mountain, following an old railway track 

(disused but some of the timbers are still visible under the soil) and eventually you 



come to another field gate, with signs referring to this area being a nature reserve or 

some such.  
 

Through this gate on the left there is a quarried area dug into the mountain, and a pile 

of stones which used to be a winching house to haul the trains laden with stone etc.  

 
Descend down a very steep straight path, following the line of the old railway track, 

until you get to the bottom.  

 
Take the first right path before you reach another field gate (or if you get to the field 

gate – turn right immediately afterwards following the marked path), walking 

towards the caving club, which will eventually become visible as a row of terraced 
houses in the middle of nowhere.  

 

Pass though a pedestrian gate to the right of the caving club, and continue along the 

dirt track road, until you reach Penwyllt Quarry and the old railway station at 
Penwyllt.  

 

Head down the single lane, taking the first footpath marked off to your right after a 
few hundred yards going down the steep lane. This footpath is also stony and steep. 

At the lane at the end, turn right, walking past a farm house and a modern bungalow 

on your right, heading through a metal field gate onto a narrow woodland track which 
takes you behind the Craig y Nos Country Park. 

 

Enter the Country Park at the single gate on your left (after about half a mile or so 

trudging along a bridle path track which is muddy in parts where churned up by 
horses), and at the river turn left towards the castle, entering the castle grounds 

through the lower gardens, and taking the path up to the castle.  

 
This walk will take you three hours, but is mostly down hill aside from the initial 

section, as you are parking up much higher than the castle and then walking back 

down again. As long as you arrange for someone from the castle to drive you back to 

your car to collect it, this is an excellent and exhilarating walk through remote 
mountains with some lovely desolate views.  

 

 



Pictures taken on 21/04/2008: 

 

  
 

 



  West of Castle  

 

Walk:   WOC 01 

Location:  Dinefwr Park, Dinefwr House and Castle  
 

Directions Near Llandeilo. Try under „places of interest‟ or „tourist attractions‟ and select either 

National Trust Dinefwr or Dinefwr Park or Castle.  
 

My Sat Nav directs me on main roads, A4067 to A40 then via Llandovery. 36.3 miles 

and 54 minutes.  

 
However my preference would be to go on the Trecastle mountain road, head left at 

the first TR junction instead of right into Trecastle, heading along scenic lanes 

towards Myddfai (but not all the way to Mydffai as that means branching off to 
right), continuing along the road via Talsarn, possibly dropping into Llanddeusant for 

more scenic routes, which Sat Nav won‟t do efficiently, before heading across 

country Llandeilo and on to Dinefwr.  
Distance (miles): 36.3 

Time (hours):  0.54 

Length of Walk: Up to you; plenty to see, including a walk to the castle ruin. Allow two hours but this 

is wandering and stopping to admire views and to clamber around the castle (which 
also has an interesting secret passage way cum cave inside it so bring torches).  

Dates Walked:  20/03/2008, 31/07/2008,  

Parking:  National Trust so free if you are a member 
 

Pop in to:  The House itself – formal, National Trust property. Has a café inside, I recall, worth 

stopping in.  
 

Description: Plenty of nice walks around the grounds and to the run down ruin of the castle.  

  

There is the old house to go in without the dogs, then the castle up a hill and plenty of 
open space all around parkland.  

 

Most of the grounds are open parkland which you can wander around with dogs. 
Deer visible all around in the distance. Woodland walk to castle, small climb. All 

prammable. Cave in the castle (if I remember correctly). Very worthwhile day out.  

  

 



Pictures taken on 20/03/2008: 

 
View of house from approach drive   View from rear of house looking over deer park 

  
 

The rear of the house     The old castle ruin 

  
 
The castle ruin – close up    View from the castle ruin (it is on top of a hill) 

  



Views from the castle ruin; walkways around the walls and access to the towee via steps.  

  
 

  
 

Gardens behind and around the house 

  



            Path to old castle from the house 

  
 
View of castle, approaching from the house              View from castle 

  
 
Occupants had originally lived in the castle, then as it fell into disrepair, they built themselves the house to 

live in, and the castle remains as a ruin on the hilltop. 



Walk   WOC 02 

Location:  Usk Reservoir  
 

Directions: Right out of castle, first left opposite Tafan y Garreg pub, over the mountain on 

single track roads for about 8 miles. At first T junction you come to, turn left, carry 
on for another three miles or so and turn right at the second right turning you come to 

(it is signposted Usk Reservoir). A mile or so along this road is the reservoir. You 

can use your sat nav „find on map‟ facility to locate it but the place names „Usk 
Reservoir and the nearby villages are not listed on my Tom Tom. 

Distance (miles): 10.7 

Time (hours):  0.22 
Length of Walk: 2 hours to walk all the way around. 

Dates Walked:  07/04/2008, 30/06/2008, 10/08/2008, 30/07/2009, 02/03/2010 

 

Parking:  Free 
Pop in to:    

Description: A mostly level walk all around the reservoir. Go around it anti-clockwise. Either park 

up at the side of the Dam, and walk across the dam to join the path around the 
Reservoir. Or drive past the dam, around and under it, to park in the reservoir fishing 

boats area. Always do this walk anti-clockwise as it there are fewer choices of path to 

confuse you at the beginning.  

 
There are a couple of streams to cross, both now with repaired footbridges (one 

bridge, now replaced, had recently got washed away so until recently you had to walk 

across the shallow stream). There are two slight inclines after the first bridge but 
mostly this walk does not go more than ten metres higher than the water level.  

 

Very pleasant with some nice views. In particular there are excellent views looking 
east to the mountain tops – snow-covered in Winter. You are looking at the 

mountains north of the castle from here.  

 

You do have to follow your nose to actually go around this reservoir. It is possible to 
get slightly lost as one or two tracks to the left which you might take in anticipation 

of circling around it, take you to the water‟s edge and are dead ends. The correct 

route takes you slightly away from the Reservoir after the first bridge, but you are 
always within a few hundred metres of the road by the time you get to the second 

bridge, so can‟t go too wrong.  

 
Turn off to the right too soon and you will hit a road which you think is the road you 

came along to the reservoir, but is in fact the „main‟ road – if you find yourself on 

this, turn left, walk along for a mile or so, and turn left at the turning of to the 

Reservoir (signposted to Usk Reservoir).  
 

Common sense will get you going around it in a circular walk.  

 
We often park up somewhere along the reservoir, just beyond the dam, then walk 

anti-clockwise around it. Initially you continue along the driveable road around the 

reservoir till the road stops. The footpath then leads off slightly to the right, before 

forking left to go around the reservoir.  
 

After about half way (at the far end of the reservoir) you come to a small stream 

which now has a new bridge. After the stream, you will bear left following the line of 
the reservoir, though at some point you will be taken away from the reservoir round a 

few turns and over another bridge. There are a few places where the paths fork. If 



you get a left turn wrong you will dead end at the reservoir itself – retrace your steps 

and carry on around, following your nose. If you get a right turn wrong you will 
eventually end up on the roads to the reservoir, in which case walk along the roads, 

bearing left all the time, and eventually you will come back on to the approach road 

you drove along to get to the reservoir.  

 
Walk along the road with the reservoir to your left, crossing over the dam to car 

parking area.  

 
This definitely one of the more pleasant and easy walks locally. It takes us 2 hours 

and ten minutes ambling along with the pram and including some photo stops.  

 
There are also some woodland walks striking away from the Reservoir beyond the 

wooden clad Reservoir house, which we have not explored but which offer some 

interesting alternatives once you have circumnavigated the Reservoir a few times.  

  
 



Walk:   WOC 03 

Location:  Cerreg Cennen Castle (search under attractions on sat nav) 

 

Distance (miles): 21.1 

Time (hours):  0.45 
Length of Walk: Reasonably short; 30 – 40 minutes for a quick wander around castle 

Parking:  Might have been free, cannot recall. 

 
Pop in to:  Farm shop on way to castle. 

 

Description: You park up and then walk through a farm to the castle. There is a shop on the right 
as you go up. You pay the castle entry fee here. Dogs must be on lead through farm; 

pictures of dog-attacked farm animals appear on a sign in car park to push the 

message home. Castle is on a bit of hill, so there is a climb to it, but interesting 

enough once there, and worth a visit.  
  

 



Walk:   WOC 04 

Location:   Elan Village and Reservoirs 
 

Directions: Below is a direct route however you may opt to take a scenic route (probably much 

the same distance as avoids Llandovery) as follows: Right out of castle, left at Tafan 
y Garreg Pub, over mountain to Trecastle (one right hand turn at the only T Junction 

you come to before Trecastle, and down the lane until you end up at Trecastle).  

 
At T junction onto A40 in Trecastle (pub on left) turn left onto A40, and after a mile 

or so, second right at Llywell. Take the single tracks, scenic, over the flattish top of 

the mountain, via the military zone (assuming red flag not flying and road not closed 
– sometimes flag is flying but sign says road is open so you can then still go 

through). Pass by Tirabad (but not going into Tirabad – cross a stream and go right 

after bridge not left into Tirabad itself), then on to Beaulah. 

 
At Beaulah turn right onto A483, then left onto B4358 going to Newbridge on Wye 

where you again turn left, onto A470, to Rhayader. Turn left at Rhayader to go to 

Elan Village (sign posted Elan Valley or Elan Village). There are various reservoirs 
and roads and walks you can explore all around here.  

 

Distance (miles): 57.1 

Time (hours):  1.20 (Tom Tom) or 1.52 (RAC route finder).  
 

Length of Walk: Various options, long and short 

Dates Walked:  17/04/2008, 11/08/2008,  
 

Parking:  Free near the reservoirs but a small charge at the Elan Village  

Visitor centre. 
 

Pop in to:  Visitor Centre at Elan village; well worth an hour to review the history of building 

the dams. Elan village now is just a hamlet, but it became a large town during the 

building of the dam, due to all the labourers needed.  
 

Description: Claerwen Reservoir, Craig Goch Reservoir, Garreg ddu Reservoir.  

 
Loads of lanes and drives and walks around the reservoirs and dams. All very scenic, 

very wild, very remote.  

 
Stop and walk along the dams, beside the reservoirs, and in some cases, part way or 

all way around a reservoir.  

 

Various stopping places on the drive to and from the reservoirs where you can stop 
and walk in woodland tracks or on reservoir tracks.  



Pictures taken on 17/04/2008: 

 

  
  

  
 

  
 



   
 

  
 

  
 



  
 

 
 

   
 



   
 

  



Walk:   WOC 05 

Location:   Tirabad Woodland Walks 
 

Directions: SatNav will take you via Llandovery, however a more scenic and shorter route 

(longer possibly in terms of time but shorter in distance) would be to turn right at 
Llywel, well before you get to Llandovery, and cut across the mountain. Lywel is just 

after Trecastle, so you would turn off the A40 at Llywel. You then head up some 

mountain roads, into a military area. If the road is closed by the red flag, you will 
have to go via Llandovery. If the road is open which is its most of the time when 

there are no military operations, you can drive a scenic route across open 

mountainside, on unusually empty roads – no hedges or obstructions so you see for 
miles. Tirabad itself is a small hamlet of a few houses. The woodland walks are about 

half a mile north of Tirabad on the C road to Llanwtyd Wells.  

 

 If coming from Tirabad, on C road going north to Llanwtyd Wells, there is a 
woodland walk to the right, first, which I have not done. There is then a small 

parking area, to the left, and if you take the first path to the left, it will give you a 

circular walk back to the road, rejoining at a point 10 yards up from the first parking 
area.  

 

 There is then a larger parking area and a proper pull in area, further along the road.  

  
Distance (miles): 32.7 

Time (hours):  0.50 

Length of Walk: 1 – 2 hours depending on routes chosen. 
Dates Walked:  27/03/2008,  

 

Parking: Free anywhere in the parking spots by the entrances to the woodland. There are 
several entrances. 

 

Pop in to:  Llanwtyd Wells or Llandovery.  

 
Description: Woodland walk, not too hilly, prammable, with numerous paths branching off in 

different directions. Setting off from the main pull in area (about the third woodland 

entrance on the left from Tirabad) and keeping going left will eventually give you a 
circular walk. Setting off from the first pull in area on the left, you will do a circular 

walk going right at the various options, and even though it does not feel as if you are 

doing a circle, you do eventually end up on the original road a few yards up from 
where you parked your car.  

 

 It is worth doing these walks as part of a longer trip talking in Llyn Brianne, but not 

as part of a trip taking in Elan Village as latter is some distance further.  



Picture taken on 27/03/2008: 

 
Not many pics taken of this walk, but this is representative of the typical Tirabad Woodland path & scenery 

 
 

 
 

  

 



 

Walk:   WOC 06 

Location:   Llyn Brianne, including scenic circular drive 
 

Directions: Set your sat nav to take you to Ystradffin but set it to go VIA Abergwesyn. Check 

where you are going against the map in case your sat nav does not take you on the 
correct lanes.  

 

This recommended route takes you on a scenic drive with lots of views. Lanes are 
narrow, winding and steep in places as you drive through deep valleys with sheer 

drops on one side of the road, and several blind bends and summits.  

 

The route takes you through a series of valleys and forests and up some steep hills 
with switchback roads, until eventually you see the waters of Llyn Brianne before 

you. There are some nice stopping spots along the shore before you get to the dam 

itself. The drive around the reservoir alone is several miles long.  
 

Before you get to Ystradffin you will see a sign to Llyn Brianne Dam, where you can 

park up in an area that used to be a quarry (presumably providing the material for the 
dam). You can then walk over the Dam and around the side of the Llyn Brianne 

reservoir. 

 

Outward Journey: Scenic circular route as above: 
 

Distance (miles): 55.7 miles to a point south of Llyn Brianne (to Ystradffin) if going scenic route via 

Abergwesyn.  
Time (hours): 1.41 though this is to Ystradfinn as per scenic route. The Llyn Brianne dam area 

would be reached a few minutes earlier.  

 

Return Journey: Direct from Ystradffin to Castle (not the way you came) to complete a circular drive: 
 

Time (hours): 0.56 

Distance (miles): 34.0 
 

Length of Walk: Circumnavigating Llyn Brianne is not possible; so you just go an hour or two or more 

round it clockwise (having crossed the dam), then walk back the same way you came.  
Dates Walked:  25/03/2008, 01/08/2008,  

 

Parking:  Free 

 
Pop in to:  Pub at Rhandirmwyn is worth a drop-in to break up the return journey. Nothing 

special but it is the only bit of civilisation in this area. Have eaten there once.  

 
Description: The circular drive is very scenic once you get off the A483. You will see on the map 

you can take one route to Abergwesyn via Beaulah and another lane which goes off 

from Llanwrtyd Wells. If you go via Tirabad you will join the A483 at Llanwrtyd 
Wells, where you would then turn right (North) to Beaulah – contrary to sat nav‟s 

attempt to get you to go via Llanwrtyd Wells - before going on to Abergwesyn.  

 

There are various stopping places en-route, as you circumnavigate Llyn Brianne‟s 
northern shores, eventually ending up at the dam which is sign posted off the road 

before you get to Ystradffin. The scenery and walks are excellent. See if you can spot 

the private beach area a few miles before the dam itself, about a third of the way 



along the reservoir; worth a stop for dogs to swim and chase sticks, also a suitable 

area for picnics and barbecues in good weather.  
 

The walk itself is a mixture of woodland and views of the reservoir, not too hilly, as 

it more or less follows the shore of the reservoir, heading into the woods from time to 

time as you curve round. If you get bored of the reservoir, there are some woods you 
can detour into for a different walk.  

 

At one point you can appear to be doing a circular walk back to the dam, but do not 
be fooled; there is no way back other than the way you came.   

  

 
 



Pictures taken on 25/03/2008: 

 
All aboard for Lyn Brianne Reservoir Walk: 

 

   
 
This is in the picnic spot before you get to the dam; if you find it, it has a small beach & is suitable for a stop 

  
 

There is a beach to the right of this small peninsula       Here we are an hour‟s drive further along, at the dam 

 

  
 



A bit bleak at the dam itself, with mountainside looking like an old quarry (stone used for dam presumably) 

  
 
Path across the dam (not for cars)             View from the dam looking down into the valley 

  
 
Path continues on from dam into some impressive scenery, views of reservoir and woods all around 

  
 



Walk continues for miles from the dam          Scenic route to the reservoir area – Elan Valley end 

  
 

Scenic route approaching Llyn Brianne from the north end 

  
 
From the north end, as you approach reservoir, you will find below picnic area and small private beach 

   
 



To get to picnic / beach area before dam, park here.   Top (north) end of Llyn Brianne. (Dam is at south end) 

 



Walk:   WOC 07 

Location:   St. David’s City and Cathedral 
 

Distance (miles): 86.2 

Time (hours):  2.04 
Length of Walk: 1 and allow a half hour or more for the Cathedral itself 

Dates Walked:  18/08/2008,  

Parking:  Free most places 
 

Pop in to:  The Cathedral 

 
Description: Long drive to get here. Town itself is nothing much, its reputation as the „smallest 

city‟ in Britain quite justified. But for the Cathedral qualifying it as a City, it would 

be considered a village.  

 
We walked around the outside of the Cathedral with the dogs, there are some 

woodland paths we did not explore. The Cathedral is big and impressive though with 

dogs we had to take turns going in and could not do it justice.  
 

As for the area outside the Cathedral, there is a derelict abbey of sorts (closed when 

we were there – we climbed a wall to look in on it), and a few paved paths between 

the gravestones. This area does not constitute a dog walk so you had best find 
somewhere en route to give them a proper walk.  

  

 



Walk:   WOC 08 

Location:   Tenby Beach and Bay 
 

Distance (miles): 67 

Time (hours):  1.33 
Length of Walk: 2-3 hours if do entire beach, plus another hour wandering around the sand dunes and 

coastal paths at the far end, plus allow a couple of hours to walk around all the little 

streets in the town.  
Dates Walked:  24/03/2008, 04/08/2008,  

 

Parking: An inexpensive multi-storey in the town is your only sensible option.  
 

Pop in to:  Tenby itself; lots of narrow streets and quaint shops and cafes.  

 

Description: The town side of the beach is restricted for dogs in the summer season, but OK in the 
winter. In the summer, you can avoid the restricted area of beach by heading along a 

promenade in front of the hotels, to drop down onto the sandy beach away from the 

main town area.  
 

Walk along the beach for an hour or so to get to the far end, where there is an area of 

tufty grass and sand-dunes, involving some climbing, a peninsula you can walk 

around, and plenty of coastal paths and scenery. You then walk back to the town, if 
with dogs, ascend into the down via the promenade in front of the hotels (nice, tall 3 

– 4 storey town houses painted different colours – not modern blocks).  

 
Tenby is a nice olde worlde seaside holiday town, all plastic buckets and spades and 

sandy beaches and sandcastles, which some people opt to stay in for a week‟s 

holiday. However it together with the beach can be experienced fully in 6 hours or so, 
making it a worthwhile day out from the castle if you set off early enough.  

 

 

 



Pictures taken on 24/03/2008: 

 
Tenby 

  
 

Tenby bathers Beach (closed to dogs in the season)    Tenby Bay (open to dogs all year round – long walk) 

  
 

Looking back towards Tenby from far side of bay      Rocky peninsula walks at far end of bay – good view 

  
 

 



View of Tenby Bay from promenade in front of hotels (dogs allowed all year from this point on) 

  
 

Promenade with hotels on it (can park here too)          Tenby 

  
 

  
 



  
 

  
 

  
 



Tenby Beach offers long walks along flat open sands to the far end, where there are rocky outcrops 

  
 
Looking down over islands from the rocky ourcrops at the far end of Tenby Bay, more paths to explore 

  
 

Looking back from far end, back to Tenby               Far end of bay before climbing rocky outcrops 

 



Walk:   WOC 09 

Location:   Halfway Forest Walks   

 

Directions: North (right) out of Castle, left at Tafan y Garreg pub, a few hundred yards beyond 

the Welsh Show Caves and Gwyne Arms and a mile or so from the Castle. Mountain 
lane goes to Trecastle (only one right hand turning at a T junction in the country 

lanes). Once at Trecastle you turn left at the T junction onto the A40 going towards 

Llandovery.  
 

After about 4 miles or less, you will see a woodland walks sign on your right, just 

before the hamlet of Halfway. Walks sign is called „Halfway‟ as well, so easy enough 
to find. Sat nav however may take you a bit further along the A4069, turning off at 

Crai. This windy route is not in my view any better than going over the Mountain to 

Trecastle.  

Distance (miles): 14.6 
Time (hours):  0.26 

Length of Walk: 2 hours with options to do longer walks and additional circular  

walks.  
Dates Walked:  02/08/2009, 09/02/2010, 13/02/2010,  

 

Parking:  Free 

 
Pop in to:  Pub at Trecastle on way back. Also worth dropping into the tea rooms at Trecastle, 

and the antiques shop, both on the A40 south of Trecastle.  

 
Description: Useful wide gravelled forestry tracks which go on for miles in many directions, A 

simple walk which lasts two hours is to go up one path on the right, follow it up the 

hill and go left each of two obvious turns, to eventually rejoin the car park area down 
the other side of the valley. Alternative circular walks can be done on paths to the 

right half way up the hill. Various further unexplored tracks lead off in various 

directions.  

 
This is a particularly large network of forestry tracks which would be good for 

anyone on a mountain bike to explore more fully.  

 
There are also narrower more remote tracks which, selected with care and a nose for 

the direction they are going in, enable you to complete additional circles of an hour 

or so within the main circular walk or as an alternative smaller walk.  
 

Not far to go from the castle and you can use this walk more than once, if you are in 

the area often or for some days, choosing different routes each time.  

  
 

 



Walk:   WOC 10 

Location: Llanaeron, Llanerchaeron House and gardens, & interesting 

seaside / yachting town of Aberaeron  

 

Directions: Set your sat nav to go to Aberaeron as Llanaeron does not appear on sat nav (at least, 

not on my Tom Tom). Before you get to Aberaeron, probably a couple of miles or 
three before you get to it, you turn off the A482 down some side lanes and follow 

signs to the National Trust House, Llanerchaeron.  

 
Park up at the National Trust property. There is a small entry fee unless you are an 

NT member. Visit the house and gardens. It is not big so it won‟t take you too long.  

 

Then drive out of the car parking area, turn right on to the lane, and a few hundred 
yards up, on the right, you will find a pull-in parking area with cycle track or public 

footpath signs. If you go as far as the main road, you have gone too far. I think there 

is a stream on the right at this pull-in. You go along the path through some fields, 
flanked either side by railings, ending up on the cycle path / footpath alongside the 

River Aeron (now on your left as you head West). This takes you all the way to 

Aberaeron, a pleasant seaside village at the end of a pleasant level riverside walk.  
Distance (miles): 56.7 to Aberaeron but you should stop off just before, at Llanaeron, as per directions 

above.  

Time (hours):  1.30 

Length of Walk: Allow a day for this. Allow 2 hours or more around Aberaeron town itself. Allow 
half an hour or so around grounds of Llanerchaeron, and another hour for inside the 

house (which I have not done yet). Allow 3 hours or so for the return walk along the 

cycle path from Llanerchaeron which goes all the way to Aberaeron eventually. This 
path continues along the river Aeron. „Aber‟ is mouth in Welsh hence the Welsh 

name for some seaside towns begins with Aber followed by the river name. Welsh 

for Swansea is for example, Abertawe as in Mouth of the River Tawe). You should 

also allow an hour or so for wandering around Aberaeron.  
Dates Walked:  28/08/2009 

 

Parking:  Free 
 

Pop in to:  The country house itself at LLanerchaeron 

 
Description: We stopped off at Llanerchaeron Country House but arrived as it was closing. We 

had time to go around the grounds. No dogs allowed in the grounds and gardens so 

we had to leave them in the car. A large rather untidy walled garden full of vegetable 

plants and a wooded lake which was small enough to walk around in five minutes 
and perfectly pleasant for a quick walk. Probably very pretty in the summer when 

everything in the gardens is in bloom – that said, we went in August and there was 

nothing much in bloom but it was a nice walk. May should be good as I think I 
spotted Rhododendrons and Azaleas but cannot quite remember. Would have been 

nice if dogs allowed.  

 
 After visiting the House, come out of the House car park, turn right on to the single 

track lane you came along (you would have come from the left) and park up a few 

hundred yards from the house. There is a small earthen lay-by with parking for about 

5 cars, fairly innocuous if you did not know yet this leads to a fantastic walk.  
 

Remember f you come off the little lane back on to the main A482 road, you have 

gone too far; turn around and try again. There is only the one little lay-by/ pull in just 
up from the House so it should not be too difficult to find. 



 

Lay-by is marked with a small footpath sign. Path leads away from the road, through 
farmland initially, then through woodland with rivers edge on left.  

 

We walked along this for hours, a three hour pram pushing walk alongside the River: 

Afon Aeron. A pleasant river side path with our dogs enjoying themselves diving in 
and out of the river. At the end of the path we came to a single track road with a 

timber yard on the left and a couple of remotely situated houses, which marked the 

outskirts of Aberaeron, and forest / hills to our right.  
 

Adjacent to the timber yard, above it to the right, before you head into Aberaeron, we 

found another path leading into what may be a private wood but which has public 
paths, neatly mowed or grazed mossy grass paths hardly walked on, running all 

through it. Some bits quite steep, so we had fun with dogs and pram in this maze of 

woodland paths which circled all around the small wood. We detoured around the 

wood, coming back on ourselves and so hoping to do a circular walk back to the river 
path we had come along. We eventually found ourselves doing a small circle in the 

woodland (maybe 40 minutes of the walk was in this woodland) and ended up at the 

entrance where we had started.  
 

Not ready to go back, we continued down the road onto the main road, A487, 

crossing it and into the town of Aberaeron. In a car you would easily drive past the 
town, on the A487, unless you knew it was worth visiting, which it certainly is. On 

foot, we came across a large green square, edged with hedgerows, and all around the 

square, quaint two storey terraced chocolate box painted houses, all painted different 

colours, pinks, reds, yellows, blues (reminded me of Tobermory in Scotland).   
 

Seaside town itself had an interesting village green with bridge across it to a curious 

looking church like building, and lots of little shipping boats and small leisure boats 
in the river harbour. Market Street was interesting for the small terraced Welsh 

houses. There is a new promenade being built along a windswept coast, and what 

looks to be quite a substantial breakwater; this area was closed at the time due to 

building works. All very scenic and well worth the trip.  
 

Allow an hour or so for a fast walk back along the riverside walk to the car.  

  
 



Walk:   WOC 11 

Location:  Talley Abbey & Talley Woodland Walk 
   

Distance (miles): 36.5 

Time (hours):  0.56 
Length of Walk: Abbey – 30 minutes, Woodland 2 hours or more (different circular walks available).  

Dates Walked:  29/08/2009 

 
Parking:  Free 

 

Pop in to:  Talley Abbey ruins well worth a look-in. 
 

Description: A hilly walk in Talley Forest. Options of different circular walks, way marked with 

Blue, Yellow or Red Markers which you follow according to the length of circular 

walk you choose. Prammable but certainly hilly and it took two of us at times to pram 
up the hills.  

 

We did the two hour blue way marked „tall trees‟ walk. This takes you to the top of 
one of the highest hills around, affording you glorious views over the surrounding 

countryside. On a clear day you can see for miles. At the top you come to an open 

space, a plateau, with panoramic views. It is then a nice leisurely down hill walk all 

the way back, making a lovely circular walk.  
 

 Talley is an excellent woodland walk, after which you can have a wander through the 

deserted abbey grounds, the opposite side of which there are further footpaths and a 
lake which we briefly visited. This is a useful lake to clean the dogs off in as some of 

the streams in the forest itself have brown brackish water (from the pine needles) 

which makes the dogs very dirty.  
  

 



Walk:   WOC 12 

Location:  Glas Fynydd Forest off Trecastle Mountain Road   

 

Directions: Turn right out of castle, first left at Tafan y Garreg pub on the mountain road to 

Trecastle. You will climb up a winding single track lane, cross a cattle grid, and out 
of the woodland bit into open mountain with a winding stream off on your left. You 

climb for a few miles into the mountain – a very scenic road - and then you start to 

descend again, eventually crossing over another cattle grid. Immediately after the 
cattle grid the road descends through a woodland area.  

 

Within a few hundred yards of this second cattle grid, you will turn off left down a 
small minor lane. So once you have crossed this second cattle grid, look out for the 

first road on your left (unsigned), drive down it for a quarter mile at most, and park 

up in the first left lay-by you come to.  

 
Having parked up you will know if you are in the right place as there are some farm 

fields on the left here, with white and grey llamas or some similar creature in the 

field.  
 

Immediately to the left there is an old residential caravan and a large tin barn. Park 

here and take the woodland track into Glass Fynydd Forest (not signed as such). You 

will pass a small windmill at the top of the field on your left, where the woodland 
path branches right for one circular walk, or goes straight ahead for what, for us, is 

not a circular walk on account of a boggy area a mile or two along.  

 
Distance (miles): Maybe 8 miles – cannot verify on sat nav. 

Time (hours):  15 minutes approximately.  

Length of Walk: 2 hours and 15 minutes for a circular walk as described below.  
Dates Walked:  09/09/2009, 11/09/2009, 26/09/2009 (?), 28/11/2009, 28/01/2010,  

 

Parking:  Free 

 
Pop in to:  Nothing else here but check out the Llamas! 

 

Description: There are some extensive woodland tracks here so plenty of choices. We have 
continued in a straight line past the llama field, ignoring the right hand fork at the top 

of the field, and continuing left into the woodland. This climbs a bit but not too 

steeply, eventually coming into an open area with open mountain on your left (not 
accessible due to there being no path on to it and access to the mountain is blocked 

wire sheep fencing). You cannot go on much further as soon after this the path 

becomes very muddy and boggy, so we have not attempted a circular walk here, 

though one would be possible without a pram I‟m sure. 
 

 The circular walk we have done (albeit in the opposite direction) was from the lower 

lay-by (the second one on from the Llama field lay-by). You can follow left left left 
from the second lay-by and end up at the Llama field. So it follows you can go right 

after the llama field and follow the path right right right at all relevant turnings, 

where eventually you will come back on to the small lane at the second lay-by. Do 

not be too concerned that at one point you seem to be curving around away from the 
road and deeper into the forest. Eventually the path does curve round to the right and 

bring you back to the road. Just be sure that any navigable gravelled path to the right 

that you can take, you do take, as otherwise you will end up going off to the left, 
deeper into the forest.  

 



To return to the car, once you have exited the forest at the second lay-by down, you 

would turn right on to the small lane and walk up the hill for a mile or so, to the first 
lay-by where your car is parked.  

 

 I recommend doing the walk clockwise from the Llama field, as it will then be 

downhill through all the woodland tracks mostly, with the uphill stretch being limited 
to the short section of the lane back to your car.   

 

We however have gone anticlockwise from the second lay-by, around to the Llama 
field, having first gone clockwise but given up the first time after an hour or so 

because we seemed to be going deeper and deeper into the woodland. We only 

discovered the circular route when we tackled the walk from the second lay-by, and 
after about an hour and a half recognised the path we had come along on an earlier 

visit from the other direction.   

 

Alternatively you can just walk along in one direction for an hour and then walk 
back.  

 

Not much in the way of views as you are in the woodland all the time. However it is 
conveniently close to the castle. Nice wide gravelled paths. Also in the September / 

October period, a generous abundance of blackberries along some of the paths.  

 
 The main advantage of this walk is its proximity to the castle, and the fact it is 

sheltered by the woodland so not as windy or as exposed as the open mountain walks.  

A good choice for a windy day.  Very nice in the snow as well.  

 
Also there are many additional woodland paths leading in different directions which 

the more adventurous could explore, though always take a torch for these walks as 

you can end up in these woodlands for hours. A good natural sense of direction is 
useful on many of these woodland walks, this one being no exception.  

 

It also helps to have done some of the paths in other directions, so you begin to 

recognise when you are on a path you have already been on, on a previous walk. So 
there would be no harm doing one walk in one direction from one lay-by, and turning 

around, making a note of the time taken to get to the point you turned around at. Then 

the next time take the second lay-by, and keep on going till you get to a point you 
recognised from the earlier walk. This is how some of our circular walks are 

discovered – in two attempts.  

  



Walk:   WOC 13 

Location: Mountain walk starting above the Coach House opposite the 

castle and finishing off behind Dan Yr Ogof showcaves via 

Neck of Sleeping Giant    

Distance (miles): 100 yards, leave car in castle. 

Time (hours):  2 minutes to cross road on foot 

Length of Walk: 2 – 3 hours 
Date Walked:  05/04/2008 

Parking:  Free 

 

Pop in to:  Nowhere where you are going 
 

Description: Leave main car park of castle on foot, turning left along narrow footpath. By main 

car park entrance there is a lay-by adjacent to an outdoor riding school area. Opposite 
this and a few yards south, is the entrance to the mountain walk, waymarked and 

signed, through a gate.  

 
 Proceed up the hill for a few yards before doing a sharp right and almost doubling 

back on yourself to go up the steep mountain side. There are uneven steps all the way 

up. This is not a prammable walk. It is very steep but in summer you are rewarded 

with excellent views of the castle and Upper Swansea Valley. Once you have got up 
to the stone wall with wooden steps cum style arrangement going over the stone wall, 

you have done most of the climbing on this walk, or at least, the worst is over.  

 
 Cross over the stone wall and take a sharp right, keeping the stone wall to your right 

for a while. A post and rail and wire fence carries on from the stone wall, on your 

right. Follow the track, such as it is, along the fencing, carrying on into the mountain 
for some miles.  

 

 After a while you feel completely lost. You have to head up hill for a while, keeping 

the fence and stone walls on your right. After a while, you will find yourself 
descending steeply down the other side. At this point you should branch away to the 

left, aiming for a field gate in the stone and wire wall leading off to the left, some 

distance ahead of you. (If you were to carry down the slope, you would end up in 
most unpleasant boggy area – I have gone this route and it involves clambering over 

some fencing but it is an unnecessary unpleasantness that can be avoided – having 

gone downhill you would only have to climb up the other side so you gain nothing).  

 
 Branching off left before the land descends, means you are carrying along a sort of 

mountain ridge, with a valley dip on your right. Eventually you circumnavigate the 

dipped area, spotting your target, a lone field gate, in a stone and wire fence that 
stretches for miles in either direction. You are at this branching off stage, heading 

across open mountainside, on no particular path, heading more or less south by south 

west.  
 

 If you miss the gate, or go off course, no worries, as whatever happens you will 

eventually come on to the main footpath / farm tracks running from the Sleeping 

Giant‟s head on your left, east to West. Once you reach this path, turn right on to it, 
and it will take you to the aforementioned field gate. 

 

 Climb over the field gate and you will see a path leading out in front of you to some 
stony areas about a half mile away. The path is easy enough to follow here, and it 

curves around to the right, in the direction of the Show caves. You are now going 



north but are about to lose the path again. Carry on in this direction for some time, 

edging north by north west.  
 

 At some point you will meet a barbed wire fence ahead of you. To the right it goes 

down the hill, as if back the way you came, and it stretches up the mountain to the 

left. Proceed left, up hill alongside the wire fence, which should now be on your left.  
 

 After a while you will come across a small waterfall. In summer it does not have 

much water in it but it is a big hole in the ground, which you will find a path going 
around it. Quite steep up hill here. Follow the path around to the left of the waterfall 

until you come out above it, turning right at the top and then continuing a little 

further to some rocks and the corner of the „field‟. There is a barbed wire fence ahead 
of you that you cross over. 

 

 Immediately after you cross the fence, turn right and head out across some volcanic 

like rock. This rock is full of air holes and quite light to pick up. Impress your friends 
picking up an unlikely large boulder and showing off your strength (till they realise 

how light the stone is).  

 
 The peak of the current mountain is off to your left now, with the Swansea Valley 

and caves off to your right, though from where you are it is very remote and you may 

feel you are pretty lost.  
 

Head north west around the curve of the mountain, leaving the tallest area behind you 

on your left, then head due West (left), to eventually join the main footpath to the 

caves. Depending how you do, you will join this path at any point within a mile or 
two of the caves. 

 

Once you reach the recognisable tractor tracks of the footpath turn right, and after 
about half an hour of descending you will come out above the caves. You will then 

join onto further foot paths through woodland behind the caves if you branch off to 

the left as you come down the steep hill, or some farm fields if you end up going a bit 

too much to the right. It is quite scenic up here and at one point you can look back 
and just about see the castle.  

  



Pictures taken 05/04/2008: 

 
Walking up path behind coach house – view of castle & valley looking back from above the coach house 

  
 

View from higher up             Almost at top; cross wall (behind) at top and turn right 

  
 

Follow line of wall (on left) across open mountain     View from wall; north aspect of Upper Swansea Valley 

  
 



Follow narrow path alongside wall (steep on left)       As you descend, do not follow wall; bear left instead 

  
 

You will eventually intersect with farm tracks              Some time later, you meet another wall; follow it up 

  
 

 
Along wall, uphill to walk around small water fall      Looking back the way you came from near waterfall 

  
 



Above small waterfall, cross at corner of „field‟ over rocks, and turn left to walk over stony rocks area 

  
 

  
 

Starting the descent – more good views 

  
 



Eventually you will find the main path down mountain and you should end up at show caves camping area. 

  
 

Leave the caves and turn right along A4069         After 100 yards, cross at style into country park 

  
 
Follow path around the lake, onto duck board path, through fields and into main country park 

  
 



 

  
 

 



Walk:   WOC 14 

Location:  Laugharne Castle & Coastal Paths Walks 
 

Distance (miles): 54.5 

Time (hours):  1.15 
Length of Walk: Allow an hour to wander around the castle, outside it, peering into the Dylan Thomas 

garage shed and possibly popping into the boat house, and along some cobbled 

streets in the old part of Laugharne, behind the castle. Allow two hours for the coastal 
path walk.  

Dates Walked:  28/12/2009 

 
Parking:  Free 

 

Pop in to:  There are some rather expensive looking restaurants here, including a five star AA 

restaurant in (or next to) the house Dylan Thomas used to live in.  
 

Description: The coastal walk is quite interesting. Park in front of the castle. The car parking area 

is overlooking a bay which features some mud flats and the occasional grounded 
fishing or leisure boat at low tide.  

 

Head away from the castle around the bay, along a potholey dirt track. This track 

leads towards an ugly square concrete water / sewage treatment block building. You 
are now at the far side of the bay relative to the castle. Before you get to the block 

house building, turn right up a steep footpath. This winds higher and higher until you 

are over looking the coast and sea. In front of you there is a panoramic scene of green 
mud flats with water channels meandering through, as far as the eye can see. The 

coastal path goes on for quite a while. It is not very friendly to prams but we 

persisted along it for an hour until turning around and retracing our steps. Some nice 
views of the castle on the return walk.  

 

Once you have done the coastal path, tiring out any dogs, you can take a leisurely 

amble with by now exhausted and controllable dogs, around the castle itself. There is 
a garage with a peep through window where Dylan Thomas penned some of his 

poems.  

 
The garage should not be confused with the famous boathouse however; that is 

further along the same road and down some steps. There is also a Dylan Thomas 

exhibition „centre‟. The boathouse and latter require some rendering of current 
coinage to secure entry which is probably why I have never been inside either.  

 

The Castle ruin itself cannot be entered, or at least, I have never gone inside it as has 

been all closed up every time I‟ve been here. It may and probably does open in the 
summer though. Again, some fee would be required to enter it I‟m sure. 

  

 



Walk:   WOC 15 

Location:  Brechla Forest Walks  

 

Distance (miles): 44.0 

Time (hours):  1.10 
Length of Walk: 2-3 hours or longer if you wish 

Dates Walked:  23/01/2010 

 
Parking:  Free 

 

Pop in to:  Not a lot near here; could visit Carmarthen since it is nearby. 
 

Description: I liked this walk as an alternative to the others. When you go walking often with dogs 

it is important to find new routes for variety.  

 
We did try for a circle and gave up because we had been going for two hours and it 

did not look too promising the direction we were going in. We got back within an 

hour because the return was all down hill with no stopping. This is a walk you can try 
in one direction first, then a second time go up another path which might at some 

point link up with the first walk. Since we have only been the once, we have not yet 

had a chance to do the full circular walk that presumably can be done here.  

 
This is a large forest so anyone with mountain bikes could do it more justice than 

those of us walking with prams. 

  



East of Castle  
 

 

Walk:   EOC 01 

Location:  Henrhyd Waterfalls  
 

Directions: Turn left out of castle, and take second left turning off A4069 – you turn left 
immediately opposite the Penycae Inn. Carry on up a steep narrow lane for about two 

miles and you will eventually see a large aerial mast ahead of you, the road then 

bends right, and the car park to the water falls is a bit further down on the right).  

Distance (miles): 4 at a guess.  
Time (hours):  15 mins approx 

Length of Walk: 30 mins to waterfall or two hours if continue along narrow path leading away from 

waterfall (alongside and a bit above the stream leading from falls) 
Dates Walked:  23/03/2008, 22/08/2008,  

 

Parking:  Free but not many spaces; usually enough though.    
 

Pop in to:  Penycae Inn for a quality sit down meal, or just a drink. 

 

Description: The path down to the falls is very steep and can be slippery if wet. You will need 
good walking boots as flat shoes would be hazardous.  

 

Once at the bottom, you cross a wooden bridge with a few steps, going back on 
yourself along a narrow somewhat muddy path to get to the falls, which you can 

stand behind if you are careful about not slipping.  

 
Only about 25-30 mins at most to get to the falls. Once at bottom, on way back from 

falls, you can walk along another narrow path above the stream leading from the 

falls. This walk has suffered some landslides so is difficult in places and muddy, but 

probably ok in the summer. You leave the waterfalls behind you with the stream on 
your left. You can return the same way.  

 

These paths are not prammable.  
  



Pictures taken on:23/03/2008: 

 
View of the falls as you descend steep path                Walkway bridge crossing the stream, leading to falls 

  
 

It is possible to walk behind the falls – slippery!        Stream leading from falls 

  



 

Path leading to narrow ledge behind falls.  

 



Walk   EOC 02 

Location:   Penwyllt rail station (disused) / Penwyllt Quarry.   
 

Directions: Turn left out of castle and within half a mile or so, take the first left (if get to 

Penycae, you‟ve gone too far).  
 

Carry on up single track lane, turning left at first fork in road passing behind the Old 

Vicarage (right takes you to a dead end and a farmhouse) then carry straight on up 
the hill, quite a steep climb in parts, till you get to Penwyllt quarry.  

 

Park near the old railway station, near the old platform.  
 

Distance (miles): 2.8 

Time (hours):  8 minutes 

Length of Walk: 2 hours approx for the circular walks and for the full linear rail track walk. 
Dates Walked:  23/03/2008, 16/04/2008, 23/08/2008, 04/03/2010. 

 

Parking:  Free; park near the old railway platform.  
 

Pop in to:  Caving Club though it is not really open to non Caving Club members. A Dr. Who 

episode was filmed in the caving club houses I believe (the cannibals in Wales one).  

 
Description: Several long walks can be done from here. Do not go right along the railway track 

(south) as this dead ends in some gorse bushes, even though it is in theory a public 

right of way (despite the private signs on some gates).  
 

Instead, go left (north), through a couple of farm gates. The gate you need to go 

through is at the end of the row of houses on your left as you came up the road, 
before you got to the quarry.  

 

By foot now, you will pass alongside and above the quarry on your right. The path 

curves round to the left to some private houses (some derelict) but you need to branch 
right, climbing over the second gate which cannot be opened, into a field on an 

exposed part of the mountain. This sometimes has sheep in it, out of site over the hill, 

so keep dogs on leads here.  
 

Small dogs can go under this second gate (including my Golden Retriever); larger 

dogs will need lifting over.  
 

Route is prammable if you don‟t mind lifting pram over this gate and one other. After 

you‟ve left he quarry behind you, you rejoin the old railway line and carry on along it 

to the end. It eventually rejoins the A4067, at which point you would turn around and 
walk back the way you came.  

 

 
CIRCULAR WALK OPTION (A)  

 

You will see a major track to the right about a third of the way along, which quickly 

takes you into a large section of forest. You climb a fair bit through the woods, 
before coming on to a large open space. Here you will find one path goes to the left, 

which you would not take on this walk.  

 
Instead bear right, and then take first right, joining what you will discover is another 

old rail track (buried sleepers still in place on parts of the track). This effectively runs 



parallel to the lower track, taking you back round the side of a mountain, through 

another gate (with, beside it, a dog gate arrangement). On the left is a section of 
mountainside missing where they have been quarrying in the past, and a pile of 

stones which used to be the old winding house to pull the stone laden trains up (or to 

allow them to slowly descend) the hill.  

 
You then go down a steep dead straight track, at the bottom of which, take a sharp 

right to curve round to the caving club (looks like a row of terraced houses in the 

middle of nowhere).  
 

Follow the pot holey track road from the caving club to Penwyllt station and your 

car. 
 

 

CIRCULAR WALK OPTION (B)  

 
Do the above walk in reverse.  

 

From Penwyllt station (disused) where you have parked, head along the dirt track to 
the caving club (heading south).  

 

Just before the caving club building (a row of terraced houses in the middle of 
nowhere) take a left through the pedestrian gate and follow the path round to the left.  

 

You will come across either another pedestrian gate or a field gate, depending which 

path you took. You need to bear left going up a dead straight and very steep section 
of old disused railway track. At the top you will come to an open area of old quarried 

mountain on your right and a pile of stones which was the old winding house.  

 
Continue along the path, through a field gate, following the old track for a fair while, 

going around the side of the mountain. Off to your left you will see a large forest; it is 

a little below you and to the left. You may also spot the flat area of the lower railway 

track (disused) below you, which you will eventually be walking back along.  
 

Take the first footpath left, and follow it on to another larger path, leading to a gate at 

the top end of the woodland. Take the path through the woodland, following the same 
winding path down hill all through the forest. Do not turn of on the paths leading off 

to the right or left.  

 
At the bottom you will come to a field gate. Go through this on to an open area; 

continue along for a couple of hundred yards until you join the main old rail track 

path. This used to be the Brecon to Swansea railway line, now disused.  

 
Turn left on to the rail track path, muddy in places. All this area has excellent views. 

Continue until you reach Penwyllt and your car.  

 
Towards the end, just before you reach Penwyllt, you do need to bear right slightly, 

through a couple more field gates, with the old quarry (currently being worked) 

somewhere on your left. You will pass a couple of derelict houses before reaching 
some lived in houses just by the Quarry.  

 

 

Hazard Warning: Be alert to occasional herds of large black cows with malevolent 
expressions on main lower section of rail track. They are generally between Penwyllt 

quarry and the turning off through the forest. They sometimes block the path and if 



you have dogs, give them a wide berth by leaving the path and circling around them. 

If they are on one or other side of the path they will not bother you but keep dogs to 
heel. Provided your dogs will walk to heel, it is advisable not to put dogs on a lead 

near cows as should they give chase; the dog needs to be able to escape.  

 

These cows are not friendly and best avoided if you come across them.  
 

Sheep are dotted around in the open spaces, though not in the woodlands and quite 

thinly spread. Keep dogs under control / on lead until you pass any sheep areas. I 
have been with one walker whose dog gave chase and killed a lamb, so you do need 

to be aware of the temptations in these parts.  

 
 

(Dr. Who/ Torchwood fans: You may recognise the row of terraced cottages that 

form the Caving club. They featured in a particularly gory episode of Torchwood 

where mentally deranged cannibalistic locals where chopping up and eating any 
passing tourists).  

  

 



Pictures taken on 23/03/2008: 

 
View of level former railway track from waterfall      Woodland (path on the left) – this is an uphill stretch 

  
 

Useful clear water stream (right, after exiting wood)   Mountain top bleak scenery after leaving woodland 

  
 

Looking back the way you came, towards woodland   Returning via upper olf rail track path; good views 

  



Walk: EOC 03 

Location:   Ystradfelte Waterfalls 
 

Distance (miles): 13.6 

Time (hours):  0.26 
Length of Walk: 1-2 hours or longer depending on preference and paths taken 

Dates Walked:  12/08/2008,  

Parking: Free where I parked but I think there is a charge for main car park 
 

Pop in to:  Red Lion at Penderyn. This is a tiny little pub famous for its extensive selection of 

real ales all in casks behind the bar. There appear to be 7 or more real ales on offer at 
any one time. How on earth such a small pub has sufficient custom for all those real 

ales I do not know. Unlike popular lagers and processed beers such as Guinness, 

Caffreys and the like, Real Ale is „living‟ in the barrel and so only keeps for a week 

in a cool cellar and far less time in a warm environment such as behind a bar at 
normal room temperature. 

 

Description: Walkable tracks but not prammable near the falls. There is quite a steep descent to 
see the actual waterfalls, though they are reasonably impressive and so worth a look. 

Quite a few different tracks to choose from, a bit wet and muddy when I went in the 

winter, well puddled in some parts, nearer the falls, despite the promising initial 

smooth gravelled walkway paths. Popular well signed tourist destination, but only a 
couple of other walkers there when we went.  

  

 
 



Walk:   EOC 04 

Location:  Forest tracks off dead end lane between Penycae and Banwen 
 

Directions: Same as to Henhryd Waterfalls, except you go past the waterfalls car park (passing 

them on your right) for a few hundred yards, taking the first turning left off the lane, 
then continue for about 2 miles until you go through someone‟s farm and reach a 

dead end with a field gate into a field on the left and forest tracks leading on from a 

cattle grid on the right. 
 

So you turn left out of castle, and take second left turning off A4069 – you turn left 

immediately opposite the Penycae Inn. Carry on up a steep narrow lane for about two 
miles and you will eventually see a large aerial mast ahead of you, the road then 

bends right, and you continue downhill, past the car park to the water falls which you 

will pass on your right. There is a right hand turning to Coelbren at the bottom of the 

hill, which you ignore, instead carrying on up the hill for about 100 yards, and then 
you turn left. Follow this remote lane for a couple of miles, until you pass through a 

farm, and dead end a little beyond the farm. Park up and cross into the forest tracks 

using stiff field gate to right of the cattle grid.  
Distance (miles): 7 

Time (hours):  15 to 20 minutes.  

Length of Walk: 1 – 3 hours or more (some walk options are not circular).  

Dates Walked:  24/10/2008, 26/10/2008, 16/11/2008, 08/08/2009, 24/01/2010,  
Parking:  Free 

 

Pop in to:  Henrhyd Waterfalls 
 

Description: Level gravelled tracks, a few pot holes, which carry on in various directions for 

miles. I managed one two and a half hour circular walk which, by taking a few 
careful left hand turns, at natural forks and turn-offs on the gravelled main paths. 

This route eventually brought me out into the huge field which runs parallel to the 

woodland, which I trusted would bring me back to the car via the field gate on the 

left. Fortunately it did, so a doable circular walk here. This was a useful, windy and 
adventurous circular route with an enjoyable sense of being quite lost in part of it, 

going though dense forest with tall trees either side of the path at one point.  

 
I have tried doing a circular walk by choosing paths going around to the right but 

have not managed to come back to where I expected; you probable end up on the 

A4109 if try going right. I had to retrace my steps and come back the same way. 
Some of these tracks will connect with other walks, such as Ystradfelte Waterfalls.  

 

On another occasion, going straight on the main track, I have also walked long 

enough in one direction to link up with part of Walk NOC 02, and the old Roman 
Road. So after a while you can find these walks all link to each other.  

  

 



Walk:   EOC 05 

Location:   St. Fagans / Museum of Welsh Life 
 

Directions: Personally I always travel from London to the Castle by coming off at J32 M4 and 

going via A470 to Merthyr and then the A465 Heads of the Valley Road to the 
Castle, tuning off the 465 at Glynneath. This route  have found works out 15 minutes 

faster than carrying along the M4 TO J45 and cutting up the A4069 from Swansea to 

the Castle. However Satnav‟s first preference is to go via Swansea, which is reasons 
is slightly faster despite being 10 miles longer. The reason why it is not faster in 

practice is down to some 50 mph speed limits on the M4, so I recommend you 

program your sat nav to go to St. Fagans via Merthyr Tydfil. You do joint the M4 at 
J32 and so have to come back on yourself for a mile to get off at J33.  

 

 St. Fagans is a small town, which in the absence of the tourist attraction coming up 

on my sat nav, I have used as the destination point for sat nav. However you ignore 
sat nav for last mile or so as you do not want to go into the town itself. You want the 

Museum of Welsh Life, which has its own exit off the A4232 (J33 M4) before the St. 

Fagans turn off.  
 

Going via Swansea M4 J45: 

Distance (miles): 56.3 

Time (hours):  1.06 
 

Going via Merthyr Tydfil and Heads of the Valley Road: 

Distance (miles): 46.0 
Time (hours):  1.11 

 

Length of Walk: 1-2 hours – depending how long you potter around the old houses.  
Dates Walked:  11/11/2008, 28/12/2008,  

Parking:  £2.00 

 

Pop in to:  The row of terraced houses showing a typical Welsh family‟s standard of living from 
mid C 19

th
 onwards, each house decked out in the furnishings of the time. As you 

walk from one terraced cottage to the other you advance through the time zones - 

fascinating.  
 

Description: As we arrived outside the large café and gift shop complex through which you pass to 

get to the Museum of Welsh Life, you would be forgiven for thinking this is all an 
indoors museum. My wife at first refused to get out of the car, not wanting to go into 

a „boring museum‟. But she absolutely loved St. Fagans‟ Museum of Welsh Life and 

it is suitable for dogs as it is all outside. Aside from the £2.00 parking fee, entrance is 

completely free.  
 

 Go through the shopping area and you come back outside into a wooded area, with 

old Welsh Houses from stone age period to present day, dotted randomly around the 
woods, linked by gravel and tarmac walkways. What seems to be happening is that 

when a historic house is knocked down for a new road or some such, they take it 

down brick by brick and rebuild it at the Museum. So you end up with a whole 

collection of differently designed fairly basic Welsh houses representing all the ages. 
You can walk into each one, leaving the dogs outside, then continue your walk 

around the forest paths, popping into each house that takes your fancy.  

 
 There is also a smart country house nearby which is worth having a look inside, as 

are its formal walled gardens, terraces and decorative lily covered „ha-ha‟. (A ha-ha 



as defined in Wikipedia: “expression in garden design that refers to a trench, the 

inner side of which is vertical and faced with stone, with the outer face sloped and 
turfed, making the trench, in effect, a sunken fence or retaining wall. The ha-ha is 

designed not to interrupt the view from a garden, pleasure-ground, or park, and to be 

invisible until seen from close by.” 

 
 You can spend 2 or more hours wandering around and probably a whole day if you 

were really interested in reading up and studying the design of each dwelling and its 

period. Well worth a visit.  
  

 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Trench
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sod
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fence
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Retaining_wall
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Garden
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Park


Walk:   EOC 06 

Location:   Off-road Tracks above Banwen   

 

Directions: Turn left out of Castle, heading south on the A4069 through Penycae and past the 

Ancient Briton Pub.  
 

Turn sharp left soon after entering the 60 mph zone, once you have gone past the 

Abercrave turn-off on your right. Head up the hill and past the first cross roads at the 
top of the hill.  

 

The road levels out and you come to a 40 mph zone. Soon after the 40 MPH zone 
starts, take a right turn at the crossroads heading towards Banwen. (The road opposite 

will take you a cross country route back to Penycae).  

 

Park up before the street with two single rows of small terraced houses either side. 
On your left there is a small lake with a path around it. Follow the path around the far 

side of the small lake and up through a gate into the hills.  

 
Walk around the open mountains as you wish. You can do some circular walks and 

come back down through the old Banwen town (via the two single rows of terraced 

houses).  

 
Distance (miles): 6.8 

Time (hours):  0.12 

Length of Walk: 1-2 hours or longer if wander further 
Dates Walked:  18/04/2009,  

Parking:  Free on the road by small lake 

 
Pop in to:  Abercrave Inn, Ancient Briton or Penycae Inn on way back 

 

Description: These mountain tracks are used by of-road bikers and used often for BMW off-road 

bike riding training. I believe some of the tracks are actually owned by the BMW 
training school.  

 

The people behind this training organisation feature high up in established rallies 
such as the Paris to Dakar motor bike race. Mostly however you will not come across 

any bike riders, maybe the odd Banwen boy on his bike.  

 
There are small lakes with islands up in the hills and plenty of wide open tracks to 

explore.  

 

 This is not however among the most scenic or preferred walks. Banwen itself is a bit 
of a backwater, with a poor reputation. There are nicer walks than this but if you are 

passing by it is a convenient stop off for a dog run around the little lake at the very 

least.  
 

  

 



  

Walk:   EOC 07 

Location:   Caerphilly Castle    

 

Distance (miles): 41.2 
Time (hours):  1.03 

Length of Walk: 2-3 hours wandering around 

Dates Walked:  13/12/2009,  
 

Parking:  Free where we parked 

 
Pop in to:   Caerphilly town for a wander – nothing much there though.  

 

Description: Caerphilly Castle is rather large and impressive. There is a life-size Tardis on one of 

the towers, impressively lit at night, shining blue as if it has just touched down. The 
castle has land around it which dogs can run around while dogs are OK on leads 

within the castle. Some of the castle has been semi- renovated, so there are plenty of 

large rooms indoors to explore.  
 

 We parked on the green opposite the entrance to the castle, so walked on footpaths 

around it, before we went in through the main gate over the bridge and moat. You 

can spend some time wandering around some Medieval Fayre stalls inside though 
there was a fair on when we went (so maybe we were lucky). I imagine there are 

events on most weekends in the summer as this is a major place to visit.  

 
We left by the back entrance (normally closed but stall holders were unpacking at 

time) and had a good walk all around the outside before exploring the town. You can 

do the same – walk out of the front entrance and circumnavigate the castle clockwise.  
  

 



Walk:   EOC 08 

Location:  Llanelly Hill 
 

Directions: Near Abergavenny, Llanelly Hill is between Llanelly and Blaenavon. Just head into 

the mountains from Blaenavon iron works (latter is well signed with Brown tourism 
signs). Leaving the iron works behind you on the left, Llanelly Hill, while not 

specifically signed, is the first area of foot paths more or less at the high point of the 

road, identified by a cross roads with footpath signs left and right.  
Distance (miles): 35.8 miles to Llanelly but you want Llanelly Hill, 37.4 to Blaenavon 

Time (hours):  0.54 to Llanelly, 1.01 to Blaenavon.  

Length of Walk: Allow an hour to get to the top of Llanelly Hill, marked by a stone marker.  
Dates Walked: 02/01/2009, 01/01/2010,  

Parking:  Free along roadside near paths leading to Llanelly Hill.  

 

Pop in to:  Abergavenny is a worthwhile town for shopping. I like it.  
 

In the summer the Blaenavon iron works would also be worth a visit; they are closed 

in the winter.  
 

Description: To get to the Llanelly Hill top, you take the track / path leading off the road to the 

right. You can park at the roadside or if there are spaces, just off  the road in the lay-

by. 
 

Take the level track heading towards two very tall mast like structures, near which 

there is another car park, accessed by the track. In good weather you can drive along 
the track to this second car park. 

 

From the inner car park by the masts, you head off across open mountain along a 
somewhat rough mountain track, gently inclining, leaving the masts behind you. It is 

part of a bleak mountain area, open topped, no trees, so plenty of views. It is 

probably only about 25 minutes to the top from masts.  

 
With plenty of open mountainside there are tracks all around this area, so worth 

exploring if in Abergavenny.  

 
  

 



Walk:   EOC 09 

Location:  Dare Valley Country Park (Aberdare) 

 

Distance (miles): 19.4 to Aberdare 

Time (hours):  0.34 
Length of Walk: 2-3 hours depending how far you want to go.  

Dates Walked:  02/01/2010 

 
Parking:  Free where we were 

 

Pop in to:   Aberdare for a wander around 
 

Description: A small valley almost entirely given over to Country Park, quite large as Country 

Parks go. There are large open field areas for dogs to have a free run, plus lots of 

gravelled paths, some tarmaced, some running alongside a river, a few footbridges 
and some sort of obstacle course with various interesting features.  

 

The further you go into the valley (involving a small climb though most of it is pretty 
level) the more deserted and remote it becomes.  

 

You can do a circular walk simply by going up one side and coming back down the 

other. It is very easy to find your way around. Towards the start of the walk there is a 
large lake on the right that you can walk around and in which the dogs can go 

swimming.  

 
Dere Valley Country Park is a useful stop off point if going en-route to Cardiff via 

the Heads of the Valley Road, or going anywhere towards Cardiff or on the way even 

to England, or returning from England, as it is only 30 minutes or so from the Castle 
and in good weather makes a very nice run for the dogs. (You would not go via 

Merthyr on this route as you would cut the corner of the triangle). 

 

 The only problem is that it is a bit tricky to find. There are brown tourist signs some 
distance from it but you seem to get abandoned in some games fields and a 

swimming pool in Aberdare town centre. You then have to find your way around a 

load of residential streets, before you chance across it.  
 

The tourist signs seem to work if you come from one direction but not from another. 

So you may have to ask for directions, unless I can add the post code or co-ordinates 
at some point so sat nav can take you straight there. To date I have just set it for 

Aberdare and then worked out a route from Aberdare area once I see the first brown 

tourist signs advertising the country park. This initially took me to the games pitches 

but doubling back and up some hills into a residential area I did eventually get there. 
Very worthwhile Country Park.  

  

 



Walk:   EOC 10 

Location:  Raglan Castle 

Distance (miles): 48.2 

Time (hours):  1.09 

Length of Walk: 30 minutes to an hour tops 
Dates Walked:  17/01/2010 

 

Parking:  Free but pay about £3.00 to enter castle 
 

Pop in to:  Another area as well, as this won‟t take you very long; try Abergavenny maybe, or 

Usk or even Monmouth.  
 

Description: Raglan Castle is accessed by a single track lane and you can walk around it with 

dogs. We tried some country walks following some way marked paths leading off 

through a farm track adjacent to the castle, but these took you over a style and into a 
large field full of some very large and unwelcoming cows (cows and dogs are not a 

good mix).  

 
 But we did find the castle itself pleasant enough to walk around, both inside and 

outside the main structure. Worth visiting but don‟t expect it to take too long. There 

is quite a nice gift shop at the entrance cum ticket office to this castle too, with some 

interesting tapestry cushions and cloths.  
  

 



Walk:   EOC 11 

Location:  Talybont on Usk Reservoir Walk 

   

Distance (miles): 26.3 

Time (hours):  0.35 
Length of Walk: 3-4 hours to go all the way around (returning via minor road) 

Dates Walked:  22/03/2008 

Parking:  Free (park on or near the dam) 
 

Pop in to:  Brecon or Talybont 

 
Description: This is a most scenic walk around a fairly large reservoir so you need to allow plenty 

of time. Cross the dam, turn right and walk along the woodland paths, keeping the 

reservoir on your right.  

 
At the bottom of the reservoir, you will walk off on a right hand path, through some 

farmland (maybe sheep in the fields so keep dogs on a lead). Having gone through 

the farm land, you will join the main lane heading back along the reservoir towards 
the dam. Keep the reservoir on your right. You will not need to walk along the road 

all the way back; we took a meandering path along the shore line, which was 

probably not a public footpath but it was very interesting.  

 
 There are also many woodland walks all around this area, so you can choose different 

parking areas and head into the woodland, higher up, and enjoy the views.  

 
 It is also possible to park the other side of the dam, but there is room only for a few 

cars. There is not much room on the roadside to park but you can find somewhere.  



Pictures taken on 22/03/2008: 

 
View from woodland path (lake is on your right)        About to enter the farmland to continue around lake 

  
 

Crossing the farmland 

   
 

Crossing the river at the far end of the lake (far end relative to the dam where you parked) 

   
 



Returning through the fields (lake is on your right) to avoid walking all the way back along the road 

  
 

  
 

Walking along the shoreline here, we were really making our own parth through fields and woodland.  

 



Location:    

Distance (miles):  
Time (hours):   

Length of Walk:   

Parking:   

 
Pop in to:    

 

Description:  
  

 


